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Another forgotten story

	"There shall be heard in the air
	The noise of weapons and
	in the same year the divines
	shall be enemies. They shall
	unjustly put down the holy
	laws and by thunder and war,
	true believers shall die"
	
 Nostradamus: Century I V:43





Prologue

Somewhere... far away in another world.

“Are you sure you’re ready?” a low toned voice asked.
The owner of the voice was wearing black cloak, so nothing of him could be seen.
“ The thing you are intending to do is a high one - perhaps higher than you think. “You’re worth more than to fail like this.”
“I'm ready” a young voice repeated almost immediately from the cover of a shadow “I'm ready for everything”.
“Reality can be more weird than you can imagine.”
“Maybe... it doesn't matter now. I've made my decision.”
“Hahhh...typical. You're young, and so think that indestructible... Drakan is not the ideal place to play. Navaros is stronger than he looks. Pretty much stronger.”
“I'm strong! Strong enough to take him myself!!”
“Don't be so annoyed. Remain calm”
“WHY???! I'M” - he couldn't end his sentence. Some kind of magic struck him, placing fear in his heart.
“You can see...even I can make your mouth shut.”
The younger one pulled himself together. He took a deep breath and said:
“Than prepare me. Make me ready.”
“Don't you understand what I say? Or you don't want to?”
“I do understand what you say. As clearly as the sun.”
“Then?”
“I have my own Power... and I was in Drakan only once even if only for a short time. I know different ways of magic than they do. It would be exciting and challenging... Their ways are as strange for me as my ways to them.  You know... you gave me your knowledge.”
“Indeed I did. But know I regret this.”
“Then think this journey as a trip to gain experience.”
“Quite a dangerous trip.”
“I know.”
“If I had known you will start thinking like this way I would have never started your training.”
“But you have. There is no other way. Finish your biggest plan. Finish me.”
The cloaked one nodded.
“So it will be done...but I'm worried about you. You're too young and inexperienced... and so many traps await you. The Dark Union is not to be trickled with. Anyway, your sacrifice would be worthless. It is not our war...”
“But it will be. You know it. If Navaros or his foul alliance wins Drakan it won't be enough for them. Sooner or later they will arrive here. Let me go! Even if I can't win, I will slow down their process!”
“The Order of Flame or whatever remains of it is not looking like loosing. They just pushed Navaros back into the Rift. Now the second time.”
“If they wouldn't be in trouble, you wouldn't have started to prepare us to fight so hastily. If the Order is winning... “What’s wrong then? What happened?”
“We are now closer to their war then ever before.”
The young one let out a sound like "ummmmm" “it was obvious that this was the answer which he was not prepared for.
“Closer? By... what means?”
“It seems that Navaros has quite long hands... he has even reached us. Many of us are just about to leave to Drakan but not for the aims you have spoken about.”
The young spoke in a rather stupid sounding tone “this means... we are taking part in their war already... but... but..” he shouted on a harsh voice “ WHY HAVEN'T HAVE YOU TOLD ME BEFORE??”
“Calm down or I will make you be calmed down.”
The young behaved himself - he hardly could.
“Then I should be already going.”
“You're not rea…”
“SHUT UP NOW! I'M READY!!“ the young was shouting again, but he turned to a lower voice. “You told me weeks ago. Despite the fact that I'm only an Initiate, I have the proper training to be an Archwizard. I'm special. You told me. What are you fearing of?”
“I don't want to let you do a fight which has a high risk. I need you here.”
“Don't worry for me - worry for yourself. I'll grow only stronger and stronger... my abilities are far beyond the average of humankind”.
The cloaked one took a deep breath then he let it out loudly. He thought "alright then". There were only two of them in the room. Then he said, "come here then". The another man walked out of the shadows. He was a young looking man probably around 20 or 30. He was wearing white chain mail, black cloak and black gauntlets, boots. He had a long black hair, and blue eyes, which, had an icy look about them.
“Darion Zarek” the cloaked said “ Initiate of the Valtaran Mage Clan! I now promote you to an Archwizard. Wear this name proudly and wisely. Be the greatest and be the best!”
The cloaked started to chant.
"En fras thu iv num grae..."
The younger did not hear him although he was ought to. His thoughts were far away now.
"...Many of us are just about to leave to Drakan...ahhh... I should have guessed that. The strange >disappears<...hmmm. This will only make it more interesting... to meet my own Clan's traitors..."
"Gut heaf do qe zih arevares.."
"...To finish them... Drakan. Ideal place for such a warrior like me. New friends, enemies, and more... The chance to prove who I am. What I have been waiting for so long... Now it's time. I can hardly wait."
"Xavi ur falo jakre iw omudus..."
My Contest. There can be only one problem... how did he called them? Dragons? Hmm.. Another thing to learn more about... another myth what awaits to be enlightened to me. Maybe they never existed; maybe none of them exists now. I'll see. I hope they'll have a good use to me in case there are any of them.
"...et huim okilaz.". The cloaked has finished, and started to speak in a faint voice:
“Very well, then... I let you go. But... remember one thing.
“What? “ the young was looking quite curious.
“Do not allow yourself to be discovered with ease. There too many traitors there - it's too unsafe to you. If they learn that I have sent one my warriors after them...”
“AFTER THEM??!”
“Ahem. Sorry. So if they learn that one of my warriors followed them... they're strong, and you'll be alone.
“Don't be so sure... who said I must be alone?”
“You will be. It is harder to convince people than you think. It will be hard to survive.”
“Then this will show special I am.”
“Maybe...maybe not. Only time will show. Now leave... be strong and courageous.”
“I will be.”
They went into another room, which was full of all sort of warriors. In the end of the room, there was a door, marked with a sign. The cloaked, accompanied by the young (so called Darion), entered the door. There was nothing special in there - expect a large circle of stone and a pedestal. While Darion was looking around, the cloaked went to the pedestal, placed an amulet onto it and then began to shout a short series of words. Suddenly there was a large blast, and Darion could feel that even the room shook because of it. A rift opened but this wasn't so dark. Rather...it glowed.
“Darion, this gate will take you to Drakan. Do not underestimate the danger that lies ahead.
“I won't“ Darion replied and entered the rift. In the same moment, the rift closed.
Another mage entered the room then.
“Has he left?” he asked the cloaked man.
“Yes“ the cloaked one said with a sigh.  “He has.”
“Let's hope the warriors you assigned to take care of the dragon and its rider will finish him too.
The cloaked said nothing. He couldn't dare to think over what he has just done.

1. Dawn of another World

When Darion awoke, he wasn't sure if everything what he has seen was not only an illusion. All he remembered that when he left the rift, he suddenly felt a sharp pain in his head and then darkness. He got up with pain. He had a throbbing headache. He looked around - this wasn't his home. This land was different - new. "This must be Drakan" he thought - "interesting. "What happened to me?” When he looked around, he saw a big rock. " I have surely landed on that stone" - "Good! A really lucky starting,” he added with irony. The sun just rose. He tried to see what had survived of his package. Not too much. Only his sword which was made by himself and a fire crystal. This caused him to have some dark thoughts "Great. In a new world full of dangers, without food or drink, alone and” - he was astonished. He tried to summon a blot of fire. He failed. He tried again and again but nothing happened. Then he tried to remember each part of his training to solve what has he done wrong. Soon he remembered his trainer's words "magic works differently there. I don't know how different - just differently". "More and more good news" he said aloud “what more can came?". An inhuman roar gave him the answer from the distance.

Meanwhile, near to this place, high above…
“So Arokh, are you sure?“ Rynn asked “You've said you've felt something strange here which could be a rift - but I can't see anything strange.”
“Neither do I” the dragon replied “ but we must keep on searching. Something must be here. I feel it. I know.”
“Well, whatever you've felt, it must have gone far from he…” - she did not finish her sentence. Below them, wartoks launched an assault against something.
“Maybe they found the thing we were looking for. Let's get a closer look“ Arokh suggested. And he knew even without Rynn's answer that she thought the same. He started to dive.

On the ground…

Although he has never fought with such beasts before, the fight wasn't so difficult. Darion could easily dispatch the first wave of the wartok assault, which only consisted of 3 wartoks. "I have never seen such beast before" he thought, "what are these?” He stopped thinking, because a wartok's axe nearly slice his neck through. He dodged fast aside the struck his blade into his opponent's forehead. The creature collapsed without a noise. "At least I know what they want" he said to himself. More wartoks arrived. He started to run. "Damn this! This is like a nightmare! Maybe he was right but another sound awakened him from his thoughts - the sound of some kind of large wings. He hastily took a shelter under a big bush, which hid him from being discovered too easily. And just in time to see a large red dragon land near the dead wartoks with a woman rider. "WHATA??"

A few steps further…

Even the mere presence of Arokh dealt with the remaining wartoks - they fled as fast as possible. But neither Rynn nor Arokh wanted to chase them. They were looking for something “ something special.
“Anyway, what are we looking for?“ Rynn asked.
“I don't really know “ Arokh answered “ but I think we'll know if we find it.”
Rynn took a few steps, thinking. "I don't know. Great. Another quest which I don't know anything about. Or almost anything. What can that being be?” She did not know the answer. But...she was having a feeling, which was worrying her...
“Arokh!”
“Yes, Rynn?”
“Could fly at low altitude to search a bigger area? We'll never find it by looking at the ground here.”
The dragon nodded.
“Alright. But be careful. The being can be hostile.”
“I have guessed “ "and how strong it can be?" “ She asked inside her mind.

Darion could see the dragon and the woman speaking. "So dragons can talk?" he thought "Cccc. I hope they aren't as intelligent as they seem to be. Otherwise, I'll have serious problems.” He was worried. Things did not turn out as he has expected. But has worrying turned into terror as he saw the woman getting closer to him. "Are they friends or foes?" he thought, "let's not give them a chance to hit me." I'll strike first. And when I'll be winning shall we talk". He could hardly think - he could hardly move. His heart was pounding with fear. He touched and gripped his sword, ready to jump. But first, he tried his fire spell again. Now, with fighting for his life he concentrated more then ever before. And it worked! He could feel himself charging with magic. The odd feel of this power calmed him a bit. Now he only had to wait the right moment to attack. "I'm hunting now" he thought, "I hope I'm good enough to be the hunter."

Rynn was looking around and around, but she found nothing. Arokh was just about to fly up, when she ordered him back.
“Wait “ she said, “ It is near.  I can feel... something is looking at me.
“From where?”
“It's not a so definite feeling. Just...looking. From somewhere.”
“But you can't tell even a general direction?"
Rynn didn’t need to tell him. Two fireballs flew at Rynn, missing their target only with a few centimetres.

The two balls he threw missed their target. He was too nervous to aim accurately. But while the dragon and the woman were looking at his fireballs, he decided. "Now or never! I have the element of surprise - for the time of one strike. But it'll far enough.” He gathered all his power and jumped out from the bush at Rynn as fast as he could. He rose his sword in the air and struck a blow at Rynn's chest, while shouting "You're mine!!!"

Rynn was surprised. The fire bolts confused her a bit. She could see nothing strange - but where did those bolts come from then?
“RYNN! BEHIND YOU! “ Arokh shouted.
She hastily turned back to see a man with a sword in the air, striking at her. Her agility saved her once more - she could evade the attack. She quickly dodged left and tried to see her attacker. It was a human who she has never seen before. She jumped back as the sword sliced through the air before her. This time she attacked. She rose the Runeblade and stroke at her enemy's head. But he was more agile then she expected - the sword only caught a bit of the man's long black hair, but it didn't harm him. Suddenly, her opponent kicked at her, hitting her legs. It didn't do a serious damage - but it made her lose her balance. While recovering she didn't had time to dodge from the blade, which was heading towards her.
“Rynn, get out of they wa…- AARRHHH! “ Arokh roared with pain, as the blade sliced through Rynn's skin at her left arm. This time Rynn was lucky. The sword's blade caught her dragon armour, and the metals clashed with a large noise, so only a little part of the blade could make contact with her body. Her wound wasn't too serious, but it pained her enough. But the effects interested Darion. "How can it be? I hit the woman and even the dragon suffered from it... Hmm... This can prove to be useful... If they share their feelings, then I can...” He didn't enough time to think that over. Rynn's Runeblade hit his right leg. This strike could have been fatal, but the pain in Rynn's arm didn't allow her to use full strength. However, the blade sliced through the white chain leggings and wounded him. "Heh? My armour is no match for her magic sword. Too bad..." he thought "but if they ARE sharing power, then I can.” - He jumped aside from Rynn's attack, but landed on his wounded leg and collapsed. Not caring with the pain in his leg, he rolled aside and jumped on his foot. Meanwhile, Arokh gave up his hopes to help Rynn. The two fighters were too close to each other; he couldn't use one of his breaths. What's more, he was just about to get even more worried. Rynn's opponent was almost as good as his bonded. This time, both of them strike with their sword. The two swords clashed, and both fighters tried to push each other off their legs. Darion took advantage this time, by hitting Rynn's head with his left arm while dodging from the Runeblade. Rynn was hit at her eyes - she could see nothing for a moment. In the next moment, Darion kicked her off her feet. He rose his blade..."This is it!!!" he thought. Rynn was just about to roll aside when her opponent jumped in the air “ to reach Arokh. The dragon was quite surprised to be attacked. He would have never guessed that the man would strike him instead of Rynn lying on the ground. He could not evade the attack, so he tried to bite his attacker, but the trying was harmless. He lowered his head so it got far enough from the sword, which was in the man's hands. But he wasn't aiming at Arokh's head.
"I'm not sure if I can penetrate the dragon's scales with a so weak strike - but his wings aren't scaled as I guess!" Darion thought. So, he aimed at Arokh's left wing and hit with an well-aimed strike. If there was any surprising in his technique, which astonished Arokh, then this was one. He counted that the sword will hit his head, or worse, his neck. But the wings?? The sword's blade sliced through the membrane like knife slices butter. Arokh roared again. Darion now gave a smile. It wasn't so hard...
Now I can rest. The pain will drain their power but I mustn't kill these. Perhaps they will inform me about this world... I've heard only legends and rumours so far.” But the fight wasn't over yet. Arokh stroke at him with his arm. This time Darion was astonished. He did not know that dragons are able to stand on two feet, nor he did think that such big creatures could be so agile. The blow hit him at his chest, talons penetrating his mail, cutting his skin and dropping him off his feet. He gathered all the strength he still had, and jumped at the dragon with all his fury and rage caused by the pain of the hit. Arokh was surprised - again. He thought that this man will pick up his sword first, and now, he was flying towards him with empty hands.  Arokh launched another talon attack, but it didn't really work - he missed the target. The pain in his wings and in his arm was making him inaccurate. Darion then tried to cast a spell again. While still being in the air he started to speak loudly: "At wer flam!!" - and two fire bolts left his hands, aimed at Arokh. The first one missed Arokh, but the second one hit his eye, and blinded him for a while. He was roaring painfully and tried to fly - as possible it was with a heavily damaged wing. While this, Darion landed. He was feeling triumphant. Only for a moment. "The woman! I forgot about her. Doesn't matter. The pain will take her do…” - and an arrow landed in his left arm, shot by Rynn.

2. Friends and foes

Darion collapsed without a noise. He was gasping for air and hardly could continue fighting, but neither could Arokh or Rynn. All of them were hit badly, and had no power to move. Rynn felt like fainting, so she slowly sat down. "Are we done?" she thought. She was relived to see that her opponent couldn't continue. She turned her had back a bit, so she could see Arokh, trying to walk close to her. Suddenly she had an idea - her healing potions. But where was her backpack? Lying on the ground, on halfway between her and Darion. The man caught her sight, and laughed triumphantly, while he took his fire crystal into his still excellent right arm.
“You will not reach that “ he said, “ do you see this? A fire crystal. It can”
“I know it's abilities “ Rynn replied with anger “ but I fear that I'm too far away at the moment from you to let you use that effectively.”
“I guess the same “ Darion agreed “ but that backpack is in its range. Come closer and burn!”
During this little conversation, Arokh could reach Rynn.
“I think he's stronger than he looks to be “ the dragon started  “ and I can guess what he is.”
“Oh, really? Then what am I?“ Darion could hardly stop his laughter.
“A death magi.”
The answer astonished Darion - but only for a moment. In the next second, he was laughing as loud as his damaged chest made it possible.
“ME?? A DEATH MAGI??? AAhhahhhahhhaaaaahh.... hehh.. well, it seems that I have overrated your intelligence by first site... death magi... “ he shook his head “ Can't you see that I'm living?”
Arokh burned with anger. "He is quite arrogant" he thought "but if he isn't a death magi then who is he? or what is he?"
“Then what are you? “ the dragon asked.
“I? “ Darion was obviously searching for words “ erm... I'm... I'm...I'm only a young sorcerer.
“You possess abilities which I have not seen before.”
Darion smiled again.
“Then you are too young then.”
Arokh stared at him “ then realised what the man wanted to say. If he was angry, now he was getting furious.
“Tell me what you are, IMMEDIATELY!!”
Rynn was surprised. She has never seen Arokh being so...humiliated??
“And what if not, my dear lizard?”
“LIZARD???!”
“Okay, okay, a very big, winged liz”
He would have finished what he wanted to say, but it seemed that Arokh would simply go mad. Darion was happy... as happy as he could be when beaten well. "I couldn't defeat you in battle ”but it really pleases me to see him can't deal with his own self.” he murmured and grinned.
Rynn thought "it's time for me to speak".
“What's your name warrior?”
Darion looked at her, then at Arokh. He knew that he couldn't hold back everything of him for too long. He gave up, but not totally. And not without conditions.  He also wanted to learn more.
“I will answer if you will give me answers too.
Rynn thought about it for a little time, then agreed. "It's a deal" Darion thought.
“Darion Zarek, but if you say "Darion" it will be far enough. And yours?
“I'm Rynn, and he is my dragon, Arokh.
"Arokh and Rynn...hmm... where have I heard these names before?" Darion thought, but he did not know the answer. "I'll miss nothing. I'll know enough soon enough. But 'till then... I wouldn't trust a lizard this much. No way... I'll see if they're worthy enough for my allegiance."
“Tell me Rynn “ he asked “ what were you looking for in the godforsaken place? Not for this, I guess “ he said with on ironic voice, then looked at Arokh's damaged wing.
Rynn took a breath, but Arokh answered.
“We were searching for a rift. Or something which came here through a rift.”
“Rift?? you mean... gate between worlds?? “ Darion looked idiotic.
“Yes, exactly. Have you seen one? “ Arokh was about to forget about his rage, rather looking excited.
"Why lie?" “ Darion thought “ "It would be easy to discover the truth".
“I came here with a... rift. “ he said slowly “ but I fear I cannot reopen it.
Rynn and Arokh were thunderstruck. They've came here to look for something, which would help them, and found this? "This can't be" Rynn thought.
“And why did you attack us?” Rynn asked.
“I don't know. Just because. Before you arrived here, I was engaged by a group of boar- like creatures.
“Wartoks. “Rynn explained.
“If that's how you call them. And you know, after being attacked, I was rather ready to fight than to converse.
Arokh shook his head in disbelief, but Rynn did not notice that. She was concentrating on Darion. A warrior who emerges from a rift, from a god only knows from where and he has powers and skills challenging even there.
“Have you fought in battles ever before? “ she asked.
Darion gave her a dark look, then answered “ Weelll... not really. I have only received a special training needed for a mage to survive fights and most of situations that we “ he stopped “ erm... me would assist in. "I'm part of no mage clan!" he reminded himself.
Rynn was looking really stimulated by the word "mage".
“You're a mage? A true mage?
Darion did not know what to say first. He spoke slowly then “ If I wouldn't be, how could I threw firebolts at you? As far as I know, it is not an ability we born with.”
Arokh asked then “ How skilled mage are you?”
"Ahhahh. So he isn't as dumb as I would like him to be". Darion was thinking of an answer, which would enough for the other two, but wouldn't tell too much about him. Then finally he said:
“It depends. In my home world, I would be one of the best.”
Rynn smiled and thought "perhaps a worthy ally.”
Arokh asked again “ depends? On what?”
Darion looked quite demoralised and said “ All I know there here worth’s nothing. When I saw you, I only managed to cast a weak spell by luck. I think I'll have to reassemble the pieces of the puzzle...”
I'll have to learn the ways of sorcery again. And this time “ without help.
This answer wasn't a too imposing one.
Arokh's rage has now totally gone. But he wasn't happy he felt it was rather bittersweet victory. He learned that his ex-enemy was a sorcerer without magic... but it could easily happen that he will be their ally.
Rynn asked him “ Is there no way to retrieve your power?”
Darion thought for a minute then said on a low tone “ I told you. I have to redevelop my spells. But this can take much time.”
Both Rynn and Arokh thought "how much?"
Darion smiled at them then said “ I don't know how long it will take. Maybe a week, maybe I'll never ready. I'll be able to tell when I'll learn what is different in magic here. Until then... be patient.”
He felt a bit scared because of his answer. "I took them as allies... even without knowing who or what they are. Anyway, I had no choice... I am weak - yet. Hmm. I shall see. Maybe they are the right allies truly... then I have took the most important step here. If they aren't - well, then I'm lost. I can only hope I have made the good decision..."




3. Sunset and darkness

While Darion, Arokh and Rynn were just about getting to know each other, time had flown past. It almost became dark while they were conversing.
Darion yawned “ I'm getting very tired... you ask much. Too much.”
Arokh replied “ And it is you who complain about being asked too much”.  However, his reply was ignored.
Darion broke the silence again, saying “ It's time to sleep, I assume. Today was tiring... and I don't think that tomorrow will be easier.”
Rynn nodded, then went to Arokh. All of them were good health (expect fatigue) because of Rynn's healing potions.
When Darion fell asleep, Rynn asked Arokh on a faint voice:
“Do you think we should trust him?”
“We aren't in a position to sort who we want to ally with, Rynn. Otherwise, he is strong indeed... And if what he said is true, he will become better.”
“We know nothing about him.”
“Maybe. But believe me“ Arokh grinned “he'll be all right. I have a deep feeling to believe in him.”
Rynn agreed with him. She could not discern why, but she felt the same. Then she lied to the ground and started to sleep, while Arokh was looking at Drakan's twin moons. Despite his feeling, he stayed ready for action for the rest of the night “ in case their new ally would try to attack them. But, after a while, he got assured that he was sleeping. "Believing in us enough to sleep well a few steps away from us" “ Arokh thought “ "interesting". He let a deep breath out, then started to relax. However, there was a thing he did not know about. A throwing knife, exactly. And in Darion's hands. He did not sleep, just acted as if would sleep. He got the knife from a wartock's dead body in the fight earlier, then he hid it into the arm of his chain mail.  "I still doubt in them... I'm not sure about their  intentions. If they will try to hurt me, I'll place this little blade in the woman's head" he thought. And when feeling the coldness of the metal blade, he felt safe.

Meanwhile, in a another world

“Yes, my lord?”
Two cloaked men were speaking when on old woman with a long staff entered the room.
“What do you wish from me? “ she asked.
One of the two cloaked was a large and tall man. He was carrying an enormous blade such easily as if he was carrying nothing.
“He is Uzathaf, our newest member. Sheila, welcome him “ the cloaked on the left side ordered the woman.
“Greetings my warrior mate. I wish you a long and triumphant life.
“I hope so!! “ the large man said harshly.
“I think you are tired, Uzathaf “ the another cloaked said “ I suggest you rest now.
“Yes, that'll be good. “ Uzathaf left without a further word.
“What a fool. Are you sure he's the best? “ Sheila asked when Uzathaf left.
“He is. You have seen how easily he could carry his sword. He's young and strong. Ideal for Navaros's purposes.
“He has no kind of magical ability “ the woman said hastily.
“He will have. When Navaros will possess the body, he will regain all his abilities.
The woman smiled.
“Maybe we will be pleased to that damned Arokh and to his rider to have freed our master from that little weakling's body. “ she said.
“Maybe. Now prepare Uzathaf. His soul will rest for long enough to get refreshed.
“Yes.
Sheila left the room. The cloaked man was alone in the room. But his thoughts were far away... at another person. "Darion, were are you now? I hope you're still alive. I hope you will be strong enough... strong enough to be Navaros's must trusted lieutenant and mage when we will give him””"
A death magi appeared beneath him.
“Do the Valtaran mages stand ready? “ the magi asked.
“We do. But remember... only bring Navaros's soul out from the rift. From then, we will do everything.
“As you ordered. “ and the spirit left how it came.
The cloaked man looked out of his window. He could see the sun rose. He started to think again." The sun rises... it is our sun, our day... of victory. Triumph, at least! Triumph for the Dark Union! When we will give that especially strong body to Navaros, he will be most pleased... with my efforts."
He turned back and left the room.

Later, he was kneeling before Uzatfah.
“You have done everything properly, Horadz. Well done. From this moment, you'll lead my death magi “ Uzatfah said on Navaros' voice.
“Yes my lord. I thank you for such a great reward “ the cloaked Horadz said.
He bowed to his lord, and was just about to leave when Navaros asked him.
“What about them?”
Horadz answered calmly, which was hard to do. He was very excited and he was full of fears. Fears of Navaros. He knew how strong the leader of the Dark Union was. And he did not weaken over the time spent in the rift.
“The dragon and his rider are still alive, my lord. My wizards have not found them yet.”
“I want them alive. I want the woman's soul exiled to a rift.”
“And what about the dragon?”
“He will serve me properly “ Navaros said, “ "he will have the worst fate I can imagine for him... To end like Kaeros had! And then, with both of their power, I will be undefeatable. All I have to do is to get his soul crystal... I wish you knew what awaits Arokh! I wish I would already seeing you roaring with pain - to regret that you even met me!!". Navaros spirit rose higher by these thoughts. He was really impressed with himself - and with his new body. He possessed almost inhuman strength and endurance. But he knew that he will adapt his new body over time “ and will grow stronger. Strong enough to defeat anyone who gets into his way.
“For our victory above the light, my master. I'll do my best to serve you. “ Horadz said and was indeed happy to leave his lord's vicinity.

4. Treachery

When Rynn awoke, she was feeling nothing but hunger.
“Beautiful sight, isn't it? “ Arokh asked from her, watching at sun rising over the edge of the mountains.
“I'll be back shortly “ they heard Darion's voice.
“Where do you want to go? “ Rynn asked him.
“Hunt for something. I'm getting hungry. “ Darion replied and left, into the nearby woods.
“Hmm... I feel the same way. Would you await me here? “ she asked Arokh. The dragon said “ Alright. But be careful.

Deep in the forest, Darion felt to be dizzy. "I should have slept last night” he thought, and checked the throwing knife. It was perfectly hidden for untold eyes, and he could drew it in a moment. He smiled. But his stomach stopped him thinking further, so he grabbed his sword to look for something to eat. He lied beneath a big bush and awaited something to arrive. It happened almost in seconds. He could see the opposing brushes moving “ something was there. He blasted out with full speed, and stroke with his sword at his prey. The more surprised he was when the  Runeblade nearly cut his head off his neck. It was Rynn who he attacked.
“Damn!! What are you looking for here? I hunt here. “ he said on an angered voice.
“I haven't seen any signs that this is your forest “ Rynn replied and she left hastily.
"Now I have to seek another hiding place” he thought when he heard something strange. A faint sound of metal clash and a blunt 'thud'. He ran back to Rynn “ to see that she was unconscious. "What happened?" “ he asked from himself, and searched a wound on Rynn “ but there weren't any. "Then what? She didn't mention that she would be sick. Neither did her dragon” “ The dragon!!" he had a really bad idea. He took the Runeblade, and with dragging Rynn, he moved to get out of the forest.

He got out of the forest only later. But... Arokh was nowhere. "I have told myself to not believe in lizards... " he thought with a feel of  'victory' over Rynn “ "hmm. But why did that fool leave Rynn??" he had more questions and no answers. He kept questioning himself until a strong voice behind him said
“You're looking for the dragon, aren’t ya'? He is ours now.
He turned there while grabbing his sword and raising to be ready to strike down when needed. But all his will for fights went out when saw the voice's source.
“Troiek!! I thought you are in“
“In our Citadel, no? “ Troiek smiled “ most of us came here now.
“WHAT?? “ Darion astonished “ Why?”
“For the dragon. And for that girl. “ Troiek said while pointing at Rynn.
“For them? “ Darion had a really bad feeling “ Who ordered this?”
“Your master and trainer, our wise leader, Horadz.”
“But why?”
“It was Navaros's demand.”
"Navaros!"  Darion thought  " But Rynn told me that they've defeated him... here... then how can he be alive in my world??"
“Who is this so called 'Navaros'? “ Darion asked with an acted excite.
“The strongest wizard ever existed. Leader of the Dark Union, and as that, leader of us.
Darion's heart sank.
“Leader of us?? You mean”
“Yes. The Valtarans joined the mighty Dark Union. and... we were given benefits already.
“What for? For razing a city? “ Darion asked ironically. He could hardly believe that his mage clan joined the force that he came here to fight with. He felt... betrayed. Left alone.
“Don't be so ironic. We resurrected Navaros and gave him a perfect body...
"NNNNOOOOOO!!!!!" Darion was feeling shattered. Everything he believed for a lifetime was now crushed into pieces.
“We have the dragon already. Give me the woman and let's go.
Darion gave him a dark and hopeless look.
“It won't happen, Troiek. I came here to fight the Union and not to join it. I won't betray my own self.”
“You betray your clan then.”
“And so I do.”
“You are a fool indeed. Give me the woman.”
“No. You have to get me first.”
“As you wish... betrayal.” Troiek said and attacked at him. Darion evaded the sword which dangerously close to his neck, and stroke at Troiek's sword holding arm. The blade penetrated the chain and sliced through the arm. But Troiek wasn't screaming - he smiled and said only one word: "Haereesss...!" and released a massive beam of yellow coloured energy at Darion. He has seen this spell once, but now he wasn't fast enough to dodge - the beam hit him, and flew almost 5 meters back. He heard Troiek  ordering others "catch the girl! She must not escape!". So Rynn woke up... But what shall I do with Troiek??" and he got a deadly idea.
Troiek stood  before him only 4-5 steps away, looking triumphantly.
“And you are an archwizard. You do not even have the amulet, which enables us to cast spells far away from our world. “ and he showed a golden amulet, which had the shape of an ankh. Darion now realised what was wrong. He missed this amulet. Horadz forgot... didn't gave him one! But he did not think for too long. He took his right hand to his neck and gasped painfully. Troiek came more closer. He was sure in his victory. But he was wrong. Suddenly Darion swung his right arm around, and Troiek's dead body collapsed. There was a little blade in his head.

5.  The remains of the past

Seeing their leader die, all the Valtarans fled instead of searching Rynn. Darion got up painfully. He slowly walked to his once friend's dead body. "So this is it. I would have been sent here anyway. If not to fight for the Union, so to not be in the way.". He felt nothing. He was empty. All the things he knew now had a different meaning. "But I won't give up. I will show them who I am. Even if I have to sell my soul for it, I will take a revenge! I will kill them all!". By this thought, he almost got scared of himself. "What am I speaking? I must live and fight. Survive and fight. Again and again. This is not the time to fade into a legend. Legends and myths won't defeat Navaros and his foul Union” - he stopped for a moment “including my own Clan. It will be hard... but let it be!! They have chosen this way. I have no choice... I will obey my destiny's will. But for now, I need allies, warriors who can guard my back. Where can be Rynn?". He looked around. He could see nothing but a few corpses where Rynn was lying before. Even the Runeblade has gone. He smiled. "At least she made it” he thought. He picked up his throwing knife from Troiek's head, wiping the blood off from it and hiding it back beneath his mail's arm. Then he took the ankh-amulet. When he took it up, he could feel himself charging with power... the same he felt when he battled with Arokh. "I was not bearing my powers for too long" “ he thought “ "but it'll come back. Now I can cast again!". He felt a little bit relived. Despite the fact he has lost everything important, he has now recovered his lost ability.
Then he walked to the place where he has last seen Rynn. He looked at the corpses, which were lying there now. He knew all of them. They were his friend’s now only corpses. And enemies, which he has to destroy, or he'll be destroyed. "Life is cruel. I have to stop thinking about this" “ he warned himself “ - or I surely go insane. Where can Rynn be now? How could I find her?". He had an idea.

He was standing in the forest where attacked Rynn before.  As he has guessed, Rynn was there. She was in the best condition she could be.
“So? Killing me? “ Rynn asked with sarcasm.
Darion answered on a faint voice.
“There things I have to tell to you... now that the dragon's not here.”
"Hahh... so this was the reason for his strange acting. Arokh. Darion thought that he is an evil creature. If Darion have known how big mistake he has done..."  Rynn wondered.
Darion kept on.
“I am... I was part of a mage clan, called the Valteran, which means "Warriors of Light". So far, it was an Order, which trained elite fighters who possessed magical abilities. When anyone wanted to become member, he had to take some tests... if he survived he had take an oath to believe in his clan and to fallow his clan leader any time. Only then could he become a true member. This alliance of warriors safeguarded the peace and kept people away from wars and from following dark paths. But as all things, this was not forever. Even we had no common enemies, we started to have major problems. All members wanted to have more power. Soon, the order was on the edge of an inner war, which followed  shortly. When Garlator, then 23rd leader died, an inner war started. Most of us have fallen in this bloodshed. The survivors elected the new leader, Horadz. He did not wanted to follow the path of his ancestors. He was young and had enough of this inner fight. So he decided to try something new. The Valarans stopped their safeguarding activities. We were living only for fights.
One day, Horadz found a young boy. He didn't know why, but he felt something strange - maybe compassion?  towards the boy, so he took him and rose him up. Mainly because of being trained from a so early age, the boy became very strong, but he had is own ideas of life and didn't always follow his master's lead. This wasn't so long ago. Nowadays, Horadz turned totally against his orders unwritten laws - and so did every member of the clan. They joined the Dark Union - that's for sure. I do not know much about their dark plots, but I fear that they've already resurrected Navaros in - how they call - an 'almost perfect body'. And as you have guessed, it was they who kidnapped Arokh.
Rynn was unpleasant to hear that. "Why? Why haven't I learned about this before? Things could have been different"
Darion was still speaking.
“I also fear that every member of the Valteran Clan now being commanded by Navaros, and they are very strong. Strong enough to win a whole war against 2 or 3 armies when they are being properly led. And if they are now reinforced by death magi...
Rynn interrupted.
“I know what you want to say. But how do you know about these? You look very familiar with these events.”
“I know that little boy raised up by Horadz well.”
Rynn was getting really excited.
“Who is he?”
“Me. It was I.”
Rynn astonished.
“You? But then why? Why didn't tell you us earlier?”
“I did not believe in you. And I did not believe in your dragon even as much as I did in you. “ Darion answered with a uninterested voice “ There were other reasons, too. If I had told you, I would have broken my oath to not tell anything about us to an outsider. We guard our secrets heavily.
“Then why did you tell me now?”
“Because my own Clan ignored it's own rules! With joining into the Dark Union, they have broken the unwritten laws of us! “ Darion seemed to be raging with hate “ I swear that I'll take revenge upon all who has done even a bit to make my Clan betray itself like this!”
He took a deep breath, and held it in for a while. He tried to behave himself, tried to calm down.
“I have now nothing to loose. I'm a betrayer.. but it is not I  who betrayed but them! But if they want this, then let it be. He stopped, and held his head like as he had a brilliant thought, then went on “Rynn, would you like to become a wizard like me?”
She gave Darion an unbelieving look.
“You must be joking.”
“Indeed I'm not.”
“Then what would you teach to me?”
“Everything. Even our most guarded secrets, which has been not known anyone except us, archwizards. Even the most of the clan members do not know these. In less words: all the knowledge I bear.
“Why would you do this? What about your oath?”
“I'm already a betrayer, as I said. One more sin... It won't make difference now. But you are the enemy of my enemy...  It would be logical to help you in all ways I can now.
“I... - she felt hard to answer - I think I agree.”
“You don't look too convinced. I didn't expect that. Do not worry, Rynn... we are allies.”
“Allies? “ she shook her head in disbelief “ Why would we be allies? If you don't trust me?”
“Now do I trust you. I have no choice... Look, Rynn. Even if you like, even if you don't, our enemies are common now... and not only I have no choice “ he smiled.
“What do you mean? “ asked Rynn worryingly.
“Who will rescue your dear Arokh? You? Alone?
“I have done it once.
“Yes, you have mentioned it... but the Valterans are quite harder opponents than succubis.
Rynn sighed. “ You're maybe right... what do they want with a dragon?
Darion gave her a smile, and said sarcastically “ Whatever Navaros wants to do.”
Rynn started to feel uncomfortable - This isn't a good new, I assume.”
Darion shook his head and said “Not really.”
“Alright then... I'm eager to learn how to use magic.”
Darion smiled and said “ Good then. Take this amulet. I took it from one of the warriors you have slain “ and gave an ankh to Rynn “ This will channel the energy needed to cast spells into you. It is necessary to you to have this if want to use magic.
“No tests? “ Rynn asked while taking on the amulet.
“You have proven enough already.”
“What's this haste?”
Darion was surprised to hear this question. But he answered almost immediately “ It pains me to waste time now. I want revenge, and I want it now. As fast as possible. Now, let's get going... we better find a safe place... or something like that.
Rynn agreed and they started walking.
Darion had heavy thoughts. "I will take revenge... while everyone is occupied with me and  with these two, I can easily turn Navaros's weapon against him... ". He smiled. "There must be ones among his minions who seek power. If I offer it to them they will join me... So, let it be. I will do the same what Navaros has done with the Order of the Flame. Conspiring in the background, I will turn everyone against him “ and then I will attack. Then we shall see who's so strong...". He felt that he is on the best way. Only a faint voice did he hear in his heart "This is not the right way! You must not become to what you are fighting against..."

6.  When fire dozes out

Rynn and Darion were travelling as fast as they could. They had no time to spare. They were lucky, since they have not met any kind of enemy on their way.
It ways 2 days since Arokh was taken away, and Rynn was getting really worried. She was near to panic, but she could still control herself. Darion became more silent which each passing hour. It seemed as if his rage and hate would take his sanity “ or his humanity, at least. They stopped at noon. They packed out the food they have gathered and started to eat.
“What shall we do now? “ Rynn asked.
“I don't know. Maybe... has anything happened?”
First, Rynn did not know what is he saying. Then she understood that he was asking about Arokh.
“No, nothing. I have not felt anything strange. Maybe he managed to free himself.
“Unlikely. Maybe your bond is broken.”
“I would have felt that! Anyway, there's no way to break a bond. I told you.
Darion remembered this. Rynn told him everything she has known about the Order of the Flame in the last few days.
“I disagree with you. I was taught that all spells are breakable, or at least reversible. It's only question of time and power.
Rynn did not wanted to argue. But she had a thought, which has not left her even for a moment in the last days.
“If we have don't anything more important to do, then we should save Arokh.”
Darion nodded “ Since I don't have plans for the future, I agree. Let's go. Open a rift.”
“ I can't - Rynn felt helpless “ I don't know where to open it. It is your home world, not mine.
“Then let me do it” Darion suggested. Rynn gave him the Runeblade. He tried to concentrate using all his magical abilities, and swung the blade. A rift opened with a large blast. Rynn took the blade back and asked “ Are you sure?”
“There's no other way to travel to my home world. Let's hope I was good enough.”
They entered the rift, which closed behind them, and landscape burrowed into silence...

Navaros was sitting on his throne. He was getting impatient. He did not really like waiting. Suddenly Horadz entered the room. He was really excited.
“My great master! I am bringing very good news to you!”
“Let me hear them then. “ Navaros said on an unpleasant tone. He wasn't really interested in the Valteran's little world. He hoped that this time Horadz brought him some really important news.
“We have caught the dragon as you ordered. He is now here, and awaits you.”
Navaros was totally stimulated by hearing this. Arokh was in his hands now...
“And what about the rider?”
“She has escaped us, my lord” Horadz  explained “ she killed a couple of my fighters. But she will come after her dragon, I think.”
“She will. Until she arrives, lead me to Arokh.”
“As you wish, my lord.”

Arokh was just about to start fear... for his life. When he became stoned, he did not have time to think about that. But now... all he know that a dozen mage ambushed him, and in a moment, the world went dark. The next thing he remembered was sitting in a runecage in this cell. "What do they want with me?" “ he asked of himself “ "I hope they don't feel like killing someone... I hope Rynn will come soon enough." By here, a door opened. Then two Ebon knights entered the room, shortly followed by Navaros and Horadz, then by almost twenty archers.
“It's  good to see you here, Arokh. Tell me, did it worth it facing me? You were stoned once... but now you will die “ Navaros said and grinned. He was feeling pleased.
“Navaros!!! “ Arokh was surprised to see his enemy here - But how??
Navaros laughed long. He felt that Arokh was frightened, so he stopped and enjoyed the situation. Until Horadz stepped to him and whispered a few words into his ears. First Navaros was angry for being disturbed, but then he started to laugh again, but longer this time. He said “ Good! Good! Let it begin, then!”
Horadz turned to the archers and shouted "FIRE!"
All the archers grasped a strangely glowing arrow into their bows, and fired it at Arokh. The dragon could clearly feel the pain the arrows caused. But he knew that showing his pain would only make Navaros feel better - so he tried to keep silent. Even through Arokh has not shown his pain, Navaros looked like he was really enjoying the situation. Arokh wondered why. The answer came in a minute. He started to fell dizzy and all his power left him. He felt terribly weak... "What's happening to me?" “ he asked with a true fear. Navaros saw that Arokh was totally taken over by his fears and was close to panic. He decided to converse with his enemy.
“So Arokh, how does it feel? To know that your life will last for a few hours or maybe for a day now?
“What are you doing? What is this? “ Arokh asked in pain. He could feel his body burn...
“Do not worry Arokh. I know what will I do with you. “ Arokh stared at him “ You will die like Kaeros.”
Arokh gave him a little laughter, but his voice was showing that he is running out of power.
“It won't work... I'm bonded, you know. And you will need my soul crystal to do that.”
Navaros took a blue glowing thing  from under his cloak.
“You mean... I would need this?”
Arokh was in panic now.
“H..how did you g...g..get that?”
“One my patrols found it in a booby-trapped cave.”
“I'm bonded.”
“You will break it.”
“Why would I ensure my doom?”
“You want to know?”
Arokh wasn't sure if he wanted to.
Navaros went on without waiting his answer.
“Then I'll tell you. The arrows in you are made of grimstone.”
Arokh's heart sank. "Grimstone..! No... this can't.. be..."
“I think you already feel the effects of it “ Navaros spoke “ it will weaken your will enough in a few hours that you'll be nothing more then a living puppet. And that'll be my time. Farewell.”
Ending his speech, Navaros left, followed by his minions. When left alone Arokh started to think about his situation... He knew what will happen. "Navaros is right... I can't deal with this threat... It is enough dangerous even to be near grimstone... what happens if it is in your body?". Suddenly he felt something strange... then pain spread through all his body. He couldn't endure it. "Farewell Rynn” he thought and lost consciousness.

Darion and Rynn arrived in a valley.
“The Valteran Citadel is near “ Darion said “ I know this place inside out. Just follow me.
They were walking for almost twenty minutes when suddenly Rynn felt her power fading fast.
“Darion! Wait... I ca… - and she fell down as a cut tree. Darion tried to make her drink a healing potion. Although they didn't have many now, there was no time to rest - or wait for an injured fighter.
“What happened? “ Darion asked when Rynn was feeling better.
“Arokh... “ she could hardly speak - he was... hit... badly...
Darion was just about to start thinking about his chances when fighting alone. "But as long as she is alive, I must keep on trying. It is highly unusual for a lonely wolf to win a war he told himself.
Rynn sat up and said “ We'd better hurry up. I fear that this was only the beginning of a greater pain.
“What was it like?”
“I don't know... just like... when many arrows hit you?? I really don't know...”
"Arrows? Interesting way of torture..." Darion said quietly.
After a few more minutes, they could see the shape of a great castle.
“The Citadel “ Darion said “ now we will take different ways. I will go into the Citadel.”
“What about me? “ Rynn asked.
“It depends. What remains of your strength?”
Rynn closed eyes, trying to see her condition more clearly. Then she said:
“I can fight with all the power I have - yet. But... there is a problem. I don't know what happened to Arokh, but he is weakening constantly... I don't think I will hold up against this for too long. The bond will weaken me too.”
“Then listen closely. While I'll be in the Citadel, you will make sure that I won't find heavy defence forces.”
“How?”
“Simply. Navaros should really paranoiac now... He was drawn back to the rift twice. He wouldn't risk to get there third time... So, when he'll be informed that you're here, he will pursue you with everything he has got. You will keep running and running until Arokh and I will finally save you. Clear?”
“Clear. Let's get going then. I'm getting weaker with each passing minute.”
“I'll hurry as much as I can. “ Darion said, and both warriors left for they targets. But both of them hoped, that this is only a nightmare, and they will soon woke up.

7. Cat and mouse

“Navaros! My lord!!”
“What's so important, Horadz? Have you caught the girl as well?”
“No, but she's here.”
“Where?”
“In the vicinity. One of our patrols saw her with a large, blue blade”
“The Runeblade! “ Navaros shouted “ bring her and the sword here! Ensure she won't escape! Send everyone after her!”
“Yes, my lord. But what about the dragon? Will we leave him unguarded?”
“He can't even move. How would he escape?”
“True, my lord. Everything shall be done as you ordered.”
“And Horadz...”
“Yes?”
“You will lead the hunt yourself. I'll only watch you from here.”
“As you wish.”

Rynn was running as fast as she could. The pain across her body was getting more and more definite... but she held on. For Arokh, for herself, and for Drakan. Suddenly she remembered Rimirill's final words. "You must keep the flame alive... if it would be as easy as to say it...” she thought and jumped behind a large rock. Blade dragons flew above her, obviously loosing her path.
"I only hope Darion will not fail" she said and run into the opposite direction.

The Citadel was almost empty. Darion moved hastily, not caring with the possibility of being discovered. He was confident. His power returned almost fully, and he was in excellent condition.
"Where would I hide a dragon? Where it is almost impossible for him to escape. There are few ways to flew out from here. The main gates are heavily defended, the roof is guarded by a spell, and most of the windows are too small. The biggest of them is in the Eastern Chapel... if I were Navaros, I would put Arokh into the cellar beneath the fortress... it's the most far from all these escape places."
He ran to a door and crushed the lock with his sword. He saw stairs going down. "I can get down there “ but how will I get Arokh up?" “ he thought while going down “ "Let this be a question of future."

A fireball almost burned her. Although Rynn was firing from her bow as intensively as her limited number of arrows and pain let, she was not sure if she can make it in one peace. The only safety on the open ground was a cave, not far from her. She fired the last arrow, grabbed the Runeblade and ran towards the cave. "I hope it has another exit" she thought. But first she had to make it to there.
Blade dragons appeared, just if the mages who used fireballs wouldn't have been far enough. She tried to avoid the missiles by running as incalculably as she could, but a few steps far from the cave, a poison ball hit her. Choking for air, she fell on the ground. Not caring with anything else, she jumped forward into the cave.

“She is done for sure. “ a mage said.
“Why? “ his younger fellow answered.
“That cave is almost as deep that in could end in hell. If she jumped in - she won't come out. I can tell you.
“Has the cave another exit anyway?”
“No one really knows. No could get out of there alive this far.”
The young one nodded with acknowledgement. "One problem less" he thought.

Darion could see almost nothing. Not wanting to be a pretty good target, he did not cast a light spell, so he could rely mainly on his hands and ears. He could feel a door before him. He carefully opened it. He heard loud sounds of deep breathing. Although he could not see anything, he knew he was near to what he came for. He slowly crept nearer and nearer... but without seeing, he bumped his head into the runecage. "Aaaauuhhh.... that smarts" he thought. But he had more things to care with. He touched the dragon’s body. Of what he felt, he guessed that it was Arokh's neck. He could feel the creature breathing and blood pounding in its veins. "He is weak, but at least he is alive." he thought with relief. That meant that Rynn was still alive, too. He slowly searched through the runecage, searching for a release button or something like that. He didn't  found anything. Then, with a sudden idea, he walked around at the room's wall. He found a lever. "What can happen?" he asked and pulled it. The runecage left its prey with a loud crack.
“Wake up! It's dawn!”
The dragon did not react. "Something’s wrong here... why didn't he notice that the runecage is undone?" “he thought.
He tried a few more times, but nothing happened. So he decided to use something better... like a leg. Gathering power, he delivered a powerful kick near to Arokh's nose “ or what he thought as a nose in the dark. Darion could not see it, but he was sure that Arokh was looking around surprised.
“I'm ready “ the dragon said on an unusual tone. Darion was getting worried.
“Look at me. Look at the direction of my voice. “ he ordered.
“As you wish. “ and Arokh stared at him. For Darion, it only meant two emerald-green eyes. He was shocked. He remembered that Arokh had red eyes... what's this then? Another dragon?
“What is your name? “ he asked on an impatient tone.
“Arokh, dragon of the Order of the Flame, bound to Rynn.”
This was the answer Darion hoped not to hear. "I could ask him to explain what happened... but I don't think he'd know much more than me. Green eyes and strange behaviour... what can this be?". Suddenly he had a really dark thought. "What if he is... possessed?"

Rynn was falling in dark almost for 3-4 seconds and landed in a subterranean river. She tried to swim but her power left her. The best she could do is raising her above the water so she could breath. But there was something wrong... she could hear something loud. It was far away... but it was getting closer and closer. "What is this?". She tried to find a similar noise in her memory. Suddenly her heart sank. "A waterfall! I have to get out of here... fast!". She tried to swim nearer to the river's bank, but the stream was too strong. She was on the edge of panic. She could not see far as her only light source was the Runeblade, which was on her back. Suddenly she saw something big before her... and she crashed into a large stone, which was in the river. She felt pain in her left arm and leg, and fell underwater.  Few seconds later, she came up to the surface again. She knew she had to do something or she will die soon. Even she survives these stones in the river, she cannot survive a waterfall. Suddenly, Rynn decided to do something what was seeing to be an insane plan. With lots of difficulties, she grabbed the Runeblade, and took the deepest breath she could without drinking water. Another stone was in her way. When close enough, she struck at the stone. The Runeblade gave a clashing noise as the metal hit the stone and the blade stuck in to the rock. With all the remains of her power, she held the Runeblade with her right arm, then tried to climb onto the rock with her left arm. Against the stream, it was an inhuman challenge. However, the thought of dying here like this gave her power... her hands were shaking with adrenaline and tried again and again. After a half minute, she was on the top of stone. She pulled the Runeblade out, then jumped at the thing she identified as the blank. She did not know how lucky decision it was. Her acting with the Runeblade destabilised the stone, which she crept on, and the rock fell into the water with a large sound. But now at least she was on ground “ on the blank of the river. Being out of danger, she had new feelings. While she was fighting outdoors and in the cave for her life, she was full of adrenaline and has not noticed something. Now, when adrenaline was getting cleared out of her, she felt that her power has almost gone. She was weak... very weak. The previous act getting out of the river tired her more she expected. And there was another problem, which worried her the most... She could feel the something was wrong with Arokh. He was alive, but was changing... she could feel it. "I hope Darion will not be too late" - she thought and sat down to gain power to get out of here.

"If he would be possessed he would have attacked me by now" Darion wandered "but then what? Let's see. What do I know? He acts strangely. He is too... helpful? He has no contrary opinions, agreeing with everything I tell him without arguing. The another thing is those eyes...  What happened?" He had even no guesses. Although he was trained properly, he had not seen things like this before. "What other symptoms do I know? He is bonded. His bonded is Rynn. What happened to her lately?" He was thinking... and he found something. "At our arrival, she said she feels pain like... arrows hitting her. Let's see those arrows then!" he decided. Still not wanting to be an easy target, he did not use anything, which would provided light. He knew that darkness covers even him. While cannot be seen, he could have a good chance to flee if the situation required that. Having no other ways to find the arrows in Arokh, he tapped the dragon. "Now I wish that Rynn would have been captured and would be here..." he wandered and smiled at the thought. Suddenly he touched something, which was like a little metal. He pulled it out of dragon, which has not said even word, although Darion was sure that it pained him well. He touched the arrow. It was covered with blood, he could feel it. "Hmmm... what can this arrow be made from?" he asked loudly of himself.
“Grimstone.”
A harsh voice answered from the corner of the room...

Darion ducked left and drew his sword to his hand. "He was here for all the time!" he discovered. "But why didn't he stop me when I entered the room?"
“Worry not, Darion. I was just wanting to see how good a thief you are.”
Darion could remember this voice... it was really similar to him. He asked “ Farg, is that you?”
The other lit a ball of flame with his hands. The room was illuminated now.
“Yes, it is me my good old friend. I was just to give up my hopes to see you once again alive. “ Farg told him. He was almost as tall as Darion, but he had darker eyes, short brown hair, and he was wearing totally black armour. He was older then Darion, likely to be around 40.
“Things have changed and became weird, Darion.”
“I know. I met Troiek. He attacked me, so I killed him. But he told me about things going around here... how could such thing happen? We were the champions of light...”
“And now we are the champions of dark... I guess this is what they call 'evolution'  he said sarcastically “ Enough of jokes now. As you know, our clan is not totally homogen. There are still conflicts beneath the surface. Another revolt is just about to rise. But against the power of Dark Union and the Valteran Clan, it would be useless.”
“And? “ Darion got interested by the topic “ how do I come to this? I'm a betray…”
“I lead the rebels” Farg said with a loud and strong tone “and I want you to lead the revolt.”
“Me? I'm too young. Inexperienced.”
“Maybe... but you'll get experienced. And despite your age, you are an archwizard... you have great skills. Oh, and you'd be the only the archwizard joined our revolt... I assume you join us.”
Darion had no choice, but this was quite a big luck to him. He were now accompanied by a few of his older friends... he needed assistance a lot. But he quickly recalled his another mission.
“What happened to him? “ and he pointed at Arokh. The dragon was standing still like a statue in the position how Darion left him.
“He is being enslaved.”
“Being what?? “ Darion never heard about such things...
“A new trick what Horadz and Navaros, our new leader developed. They use modified Grimstone.”
“Modified?”
“Grimstone weakened by a special spell. The weakened Grimstone will still affect body and mind”
“Weakening both” Darion interrupted – “I know about it.”
“Not everything. If Grimstone is weakened, it won't kill you. Just make you be enslaved. Follow orders without “ -
“Arguing “ Darion interrupted his friend again. He was angry. “ I now copy. What shall we do now? I assume we get out of here. I know another world to fight for.”
“Are you sure?”
“Do you want to stay here?”
“No, of course not.”
“Then? Wait here for what?”
Farg did not answer to his question. He wasn't sure he wanted this... to fight for another world while their own is in danger. But he believed in Darion... many rumours said that he is a chosen... A human chosen to lead the Clan to the glory... to the Eternity where they will reach for what they were fighting for many generations now. But, he also knew that this is really unlikely. Darion is a warrior-mage with quite good skills and pretty good intelligence, with his own failures and mistakes. He's a specially trained fighter. Nothing more. Yet, what Darion told him was all right.
“Good then. I.. erm... We, the rebels join you. Lead us.
Darion shrugged. "They join me? Not I them? I don't want to be a leader. But if they need one... I'll take the charge, but only temporarily."
After these thoughts, he said “ Well, then let's get going... we have a friend of mine to save.”
He mounted Arokh. The dragon did not really care about his actions. Darion had morbid thoughts. "Hard to admit, but this little lizard is pretty much handful then he was before he was enslaved... I have to find out more about this thing. It can turn out to be useful."
“Okay Arokh. Follow that man “ he said and pointed his sword at Farg.
“As you wish me to do.”
"I wonder how strong the rebels are..." Darion thought while leaving the cellar on the dragon.

Rynn was feeling helpless and hopeless. She had no power to move. But she knew she had to go... As she was lying on the ground, she felt that her power is not fading now. "Too late" she thought "I am far too weak now...". Suddenly, inhuman roars filled the cave. The wartoks dug a tunnel to the river and were coming for Rynn. And she did not know what to do now.

Navaros was sitting in his throne  in the Citadel. He felt triumphant. At least, he had no enemies to fear of. Horadz came again.
“My lord, the girl entered the Devil's Cave. We do not know if she is alive, but if, then she is in a trap. The wartoks are now entering the cave and can find her in any moment.”
“Remember them to bring her alive to me.”
“They will, my lord. They will.”
Navaros relaxed. He looked at his guard’s  two Ebon knights. The best two. He had plans for the future... "Ruling this world and Drakan... Heron! Do you hear me? Do you see me from the netherworld? Do you see how the remains of your Order collapse? Can you feel how darkness claims its victory? I hope you can. I wish I could your hear answer..." and he laughed. Nothing can stop him now.

Darion was now accompanied by almost 15-20 mages. The rebels were stronger than he expected. They were mostly the best warriors of the wizard class. Most of them were even ready to reach to archwizard status “ which was the elite of elite’s. "Logical " Darion thought " only they have enough power to doubt in Horadz...".
“We stand at your disposal “ a woman mage in a plate armour said - 2ask and we will do it.”
“Before we go to Drakan, we have to find a girl called  Rynn. She is keeping the main forces busy, but I'm sure that she is alive. We have to find her first.”
“Does she has her own Power? “ a small man asked. He was leather armour.
“No, she only bears an amulet. But she has been chained to this dragon by magic. “ he said. "Bonding... who the hell developed that craziness?" he thought. He was not very fond of the idea to have another soul in himself, and he could neither discover why anyone would like it. He went on speaking “ you should be able to detect her.”
“It's not so simple “ the woman answered again “ but if we're lucky, we can make it.”
She went to Arokh and touched the dragon's head with his hand. She was concentrating, trying to read in Arokh's bound mind.
“She is alive “ she said “ but she is beaten and weak. Surrounded by enemies, in the Devil's Cave.”
"How did she got into there?" Darion thought.
“Then we have our destination. Mages, to battle!”
He rose his sword in the air. He felt indeed satisfied to see the great warriors follow him.
"The first steps are the hardest... But I've now made them." he said to himself.

The wartok could now clearly see Rynn. He rose his axe and he assaulted. The others were following him. She almost gave up when dozens of fireballs, ice bolts and lightning bolts blasted through the cave, aimed precisely at the wartoks before her. A few moments later, she was alone again. Or... almost alone. She could see two green eyes in the dark.
“Who's there? “ she asked.
“Just me “ she heard Darion's voice “ and a few friends of mine. Well, she is Rynn. Rynn, these are our allies... the rebels of my Clan. Geruk, light the area.”
A mage illuminated the area with summoning a fireball, which levitated above him. Rynn could now see that the green eyes were Arokh's. She felt nothing first, but then she felt sadness - but she also felt relief to know him so near to her again.
“Arokh... what happened to you? What have they done to him? “ she asked.
“Your dragon has tasted the effects of a special Grimstone “ Farg explained to her “ and now he is being enslaved, which means he doesn't has his own will. He is a living puppet yet.”
Rynn's heart sank. Would this be the end of Arokh? Would he become a shadow of his former self?
“Is there anyway to reverse this? “ she asked.
Farg shook his head. “ The effects will be worn off if he will not be affected to Grimstone again. This is the only way. But it can take a long time... depending on the strength of the target. In humans' case, it usually takes half a year to recover totally. But for dragons, only god knows. We have even never seen such creatures before.  He stopped and started to think, then asked Rynn “ is he the only one?”
Rynn was surprised of this question. She did not know. All the two dragons she has seen so far were Arokh and Werokh... but now Werokh was dead. She has never asked Arokh of dragons surviving the Order...
“I don't know “ she said “ maybe we should ask Arokh. But why does this interest you so much?”
Farg grinned “ Why? Well, I would like to have one... but as I guess this is not this easy. Doesn't matter. I'm strong and I can wait for a long time.”
“Sorry for interrupting this thrilling conversation “ Darion said “ but I guess that Navaros's servants have now discovered that we've fooled them. We'd better be going.”
“Fooled them?? “ Rynn asked with an unbelieving tone.
“Well, we said we are coming here to kill you.”
“Aha.”
“Come on Rynn “ Darion said while dismounting Arokh “ give me the Runeblade and let's get back to Drakan. The more long we stay here the more dangerous it will turn to be.”
Rynn passed her the blade, and while Darion was trying to open a rift back, a few magi helped her to mount Arokh. When sitting on her dragon, she noticed that Arokh was standing almost as still as a statue.
“Arokh, what do you feel? “ she asked.
“Feel? What do you mean 'feel'? “ Arokh replied. Rynn did not continued. She felt sorry for Arokh... But she hoped that he'll be alright soon. She did not know that Darion hoped this would last forever, since he really did not miss the dragon's sarcastic remarks.
A rift opened with a large blast. Darion shouted “ Okay! Ladies, gentlemen and lizards, keep moving!”

“I'm sorry for the interruption, my lord.”
Horadz seemed to be worried of something.
“Speak, Horadz.”
“The girl has eluded our grasp again. What's more, a group of my clan, who call themselves "the rebels" has fled with the dragon.”
Navaros was furious. His great plan collapsed. But he suddenly had a devilish thought... and he took Arokh's soul crystal into his hands. He felt himself ruling the events again.
“Leave, Horadz. And... do not allow such things happen again. You know the consequences of failure.”
“Indeed I do, my lord. “ Horadz bowed and almost ran out.
Navaros looked at the glowing crystal. "Arokh, you fool... you're mine. Why to make your pains longer?" He smiled. He had the perfect idea. Arokh's soul can serve him well... He ordered Horadz.
“Yes? “ the cloaked man said while bowing deeply.
“Make a rift for me. I'm going to Drakan.”
“Sorry for asking, but why?”
“I will visit someone... worthy. And I am going to make a deal with him.”
"Yes... to sell a worthy soul." he thought and grinned "Almost as good as to devour one..."

8.  To see the unseen

It was almost a 3 days since they rescued Arokh. The mages were practising their skills, and tried to teach Rynn what they knew. Rynn learned to cast easier spells such as fire bolt. It wasn't so hard “ she only had to concentrate and say the words of the spell. Of course, this was only true for the easiest spells, but "as you'll become skilled and experienced, you'll discover that others aren't so hard" “ they said. The only thing that worried her was Arokh. He didn't seem to get better even a bit. "Be patient, Rynn... it will take long. But I wish it would be over now..." she thought to herself. Yesterday morning she thought it was over, since Arokh wasn't where she left him, but nothing has changed. She felt lucky, through. Although having no own will, Arokh only listened to her. If she had known how wrong she was...

It was 2 days before. It was a jet dark night... only the twin moons of Drakan could be seen.
Arokh was sleeping as Rynn ordered him to do. Darion walked closer to the dragon, deep within his thoughts. "Hahhaha.... how naive Rynn is... it was really easy to fool her. If she would know that I ordered Arokh to listen only to her... and to me too, of course. Since I freed him, he took me as his master and not his bonded. Indeed I'm starting to like a few of Navaros's little tricks. But know, there are things I want to know.". He remembered the conversation between Rynn and Farg in the cave. He had more and more plans, ideas... so many ways to choose. But now, he had chosen a task with top priority, and so he will focus on it. He awoke Arokh.
“Yes? “ he asked with a yawn.
“Tell me about the other dragons.”
“Which dragons?”
"Which?? Aren't there only one kind of dragons??" Darion wandered.
“Dragons like you.”
“So elder dragons, I assume.”
"Elder dragons... interesting name, that's for sure..."
“Yes. Tell me about them.”
“I think I have already told you about the Order's history “ the dragon started to explain “ most of the bonded dragons died in the Dragon temple or in the battle with Navaros. There are rumours that a few one survived with their riders... I don't really know. It can happen that they’re a few like me, who has been awakened by humans and now being rebound.
“How many can be of them?”
“As I said I don't know. But they number can be maximum 10 and likely to be less.”
“And what about other dragons? You mentioned that they have left to not return.”
“Indeed they have done.”
“Have they left Drakan?”
“I cannot tell you anything further.”
“Why not? “ Darion asked angrily. He was near to his goal, so he wouldn't liked to be stopped.
“I must not disobey my own kind's will.”
“Neither must you disobey my, your master's will. Tell me.”
Arokh sighed.
“They have not left this world... but they are hiding. Only few know where they are.”
Darion was becoming more and more anxious to see that place...  he was amazed to know things that only a few know. He wanted to be important, and he had some other thoughts as well... "Dragons can be useful to me... even if I will have to trick them. A little sacrifice would worth it...." . He decided not to stop.
“Come on, Arokh. Show me that place. Take me there.”
The dragon astonished. Although he was heavily affected by grimstone, he still had some feels and thoughts in his mind. The dragon disobeyed in him.
“I must not “
“Shut up! “ Darion ordered harshly “ You do what I tell you! Or have you forgotten?”
Arokh did not obey this. But since his mind was so weak, he did not know what to do... he felt helpless. Darion knew this.
“The best will be to everyone if you take me there. Believe me. I know what your kind wants.”
Arokh stared at him, then nodded.
“If you say so...”
But still the dragon became only more and more confused. Far in the distance he heard a faint   draconic voice saying "would you give us up?" , then he heard his master's voice to bring him there. Darion could see that Arokh is fighting with himself... so he decided to make another try.
“I think the other dragons would appreciate this deed as well.”
Arokh took a deep breath. He has chosen...
“Oh well... I can you show the nearest nest then.”
"Victory!!" Darion thought while mounting Arokh "and I am the first human who manages to see this... I would like to see Navaros's face when he'll be attacked by a horde of raging dragons." He grinned and laughed faintly... he did not want to give a loud noise.

They flew for only one or two hours and reached a volcano.
“This is it “ Arokh said.
“This? “Darion was really surprised. He expected something else... something... more sensible. He knew that the dragons would chose a place, which is unlikely with a human brain to chose, but this?
“Are you sure? It really looks inhabited.”
“Surprised? I'm sure. This is one of the few nests I know... It's a really old place. Originally we would have never used it, but since there many of us who disbelieved in bonding, it was logical to provide them a place unknown by humans. It is likely that more dragons came here after my and Heron's death.
“But... where are they?”
“Don't be so impatient... I will show you. We do have some really brilliant ideas, although you thought yourselves as the intelligent humans “ he said with a triumphant voice. Darion was quite amazed... he didn't notice anything strange on the volcano. Then?”
They flew to the edge of the volcano's top. When Darion looked into it, he could feel that heat was coming out of it almost as intensively that it pained him. But he could still see nothing. He gave Arokh a questioning look...
“See those two rocks? “ the dragon asked and pointed his hand at a place deep within the volcano.
“I do.”
“That's the entrance.”
Darion astonished. It was the best camouflage what he has seen in his life, since he could only see the two rock. Nothing more.
“How do you open that entrance? “ he asked Arokh.
“Fly to those stones and pull both of them. Wait for a while and it'll open.”
"Really typical. Wait in the air for a while... only a dragon can make it. They're smart indeed... but I'll take them on “ if no more way will remain" he thought.
“I'm getting really tired, we should go back to the camp now “ Arokh suggested.
Darion felt unpleasant to leave this place. He had better liked to explore a bit... "The great Arokh now being tired by a hour of flight. How thriving..." he said to himself, but nothing to Arokh, so the dragon flew up into the sky and took his way back. When arrived, Darion said to him “ And I guess you know that what happened tonight has never happened. You did not spoke to me, you did not took me anywhere, you did not show me anything. Understand?
“I do “ Arokh said and started to sleep. Darion wandered that it was pointless to tell him all these things... "He will not remember anything because of the Grimstone... when he will get better, only the black gap will remain in his memory of this part of time. But I will do remember everything... that's a thing for sure."

Meanwhile

“So Horadz? How long it will take?”
Navaros was getting to be really impatient. The Runeblade could open a rift in almost a second.
“It will be ready within a week's time, my lord.”
"A week!" he thought "Damn it. But Arokh's spirit will remain with me... as long as I won't sell it." He  smiled. "How good it is... Sell your biggest enemy's soul to buy power for you. A great deal indeed."

9.  The betrayals' alliance

When Rynn awoke, she felt better then ever. She remembered her journey to Darion's world... but it was now more likely to her that it was only a nightmare not reality. Farg and Darion were almost pleased with her improvement in magic... Both of them told her that she will a great sorceress one-day. "But not as great as me" “ Darion told her later with a sarcastic smile. But she did not really care with his small jokes now. She focused on Arokh, who was now getting better. Farg admitted that he thought that it will take longer for Arokh to recover... but now, after a week, the dragon could now be called 'healthy'. "Maybe because of the small doses." Farg explained to her "Those arrows were designed for humans... it seems that smaller doses of weakened Grimstone does not affects the effects of it, rather then time of those effects." She was relived to know this. This morning, she went straightforward to her bonded.
“So how de we keep feeling? “ she asked.
“Better than yesterday, but still not the best “ Arokh told her with a smile “ It's good to be truly alive again.
“Sorry if it's a wrong topic, but I wanted to ask this of you for a long time now. How did it felt to be affected? To have no... will? thoughts?
Arokh concentrated for a moment, than said “ Well, it may be really interesting to you... but I can't remember anything. The last thing I know that I'm fighting with a group of humans and world goes dark. Something happened with me then, but I don't know what... then darkness. Until the picture you're speaking with me here.
Darion was really pleased to hear this. He was overhearing the conversation. "This means Arokh remembers nothing about the journey to the nest... Good. Everything goes as planned " he thought "Let's move to the next step of process".
He told everyone that he will now go to the mountains for a while.
“And why? “ Arokh asked him suspiciously.
Darion's heart froze... what if he remembers something?
“To mediate... It's good to a mage to mediate. It refreshes and youths the body and the soul “ he explained. Arokh seemed to be satisfied with the answer. Darion left on the that day. But he did not head to the mountains. After being out of the sight the last rebel, he chose a different direction. He headed for Mount Tibor.

Two nights passed, Mount Tibor

The leader of the wartoks was as angry as his every soldier. They did not appreciate Navaros's will to focus on the another world instead of this. They could notice that they were falling out of Navaros's grace as the so-called Valterans gained more and more. He was angry with his master. He felt humiliated. They awaited his return patiently and now, he simply left them. This was not fair. "I wish we have never joined him" he thought with a bittersweet smile "I hope once he'll beaten good".
He entered his palace. This was were Navaros took residence once, long ago, attempting to cast the Words of Power. It was really long ago. Long enough for Navaros to forget their efforts. He was really surprised to see a human in the palace. The man was looking at him. They stood there for a moment and then the man said “ Close the doors and come nearer.
“Who are you? “ he asked the man.
“A wizard. A powerful wizard.”
"Just like Navaros"  the Wartok murmured and closed the large doors. The wooden doors shut with a large noise. The man broke the silence.
“I have a proposal which would be good for both of us.”
"He came here to negotiate?" the wartok wondered.
“Exactly? A mercenary job?”
“No. Something with much more importance.”
“What then? Speak now, human! Do not test my nerves.”
“Help me to defeat Navaros, and gain your fair payment.”
The Wartok was thunderstruck. “Would... you... repeat what you've... said.... “ he could hardly believe what he heard.
“Navaros has left you. Do the same! “ the human was obviously trying to convince him “ Leave the Dark Union. Join me and I'll lead you to our victory... from which you'll profit from as you did not from Navaros's triumphs.
"This must be a trap"  the Wartok warned himself.
“Who are you?”
“Someone with none of importance.”
“Why are you asking me to do such things?”
“Because I know what you want... and I want the same. Navaros's dead body.”
"He is right...."
“So... I should join you? "I had enough of Navaros already... I wouldn't be so hard to do. But what if he is... ahh. No one can be worse than that power-seeking dragon-man. Anyway, the braves win the most!" “ the wartok thought.
“By all means.”
"Let's give a try."
“Alright. But... I won't be led by you, nor by anyone else.”
“Krhm. “ the human disobeyed “ we'll talk about this topic later. But now, I already have an important task for you. Scout around and gain as many wartoks for our purposes as you can!”
"That won't be so hard. They feel in the same way as I do."
The human went on. “ and then, by tomorrow when sun will set, come to the Dragon Temple. I'll meet you and my other allies there.”
"Tomorrow sunset at the Dragon Temple... hmm. Interesting place... good."
“I'll be there. But... may I know you who is my new ally? A name, I assume.
“First tell me yours.”
“I'm Dorh, leader of the main wartok army. So? Who are you?”
“Darion Zarek, archwizard of the... Valteran clan. And betrayal of them also.”

"I was a fool for believing in a betrayal. What will happen if he lied to me?" Dhor thought while he was on his way to the temple with his guards. They reached the temple close to sunset. They were exhausted. They entered the remains of the once-great temple. There they had a really bad surprise. It was full of knights.
“Wartok raid! To arms!! “ they heard from all directions.
Dhor shouted “ We came here not to fight!”
“Then for what? “ a knight asked him from the top of a broken statue. He wore a plate mail, but he did not have a helmet. He had a very short black hair, and his face was rather brown than white.
“To see a human called Darion.”
“So you must be our 'inhuman aid' who he spoke about... well, I'm really surprised to see a wartok as my ally. But if this is the cost to purge Navaros's army from my lands... then let it be.  I'm Lord Altarash. Who are you, wise wartok?
"I'm 'wise' because I'm his ally. Words, only words..."
“I'm Dorh.
“And I am Leshiss “ a soft voice said above them. Everyone looked up. A succubi was there.
“You're so-called wizard has visited us, too “ she said “ offering an alliance against Navaros. I guess you've came for the same...
“Indeed I do “ Altarash replied.
“So do I “ Dhor said.
“Very well, then. I now see that you get on with each other quite well. “ it was Darion's voice, coming from a dark shadow. He slowly walked out of there, into to the light of a torch.
“One problem less. Good starting. So, is everyone willing to join the others and me in the fight against Navaros? “ Darion asked and he knew the answer already. Should they not want to be his ally, should they not be here.
“It depends. How would you ensure that you'll not become a tyrant like Navaros? “ Leshiss asked.
“There's an easy way to ensure this “ Altarash said instead of Darion. Everyone looked at him.
“And what? “ Dhor asked. He was excited. He was standing on the edge of a new alliance... and perhaps on the edge of a new age, when wartoks finally leave that foul half-human.
“We will copy the structure of a proved alliance.”
“Which one?”
“Hmm... I thought about the Order of the Flame.
Darion shrugged... and so did Dhor and Leshiss.
“But... why that? Weren't there anything more sensible? “ Leshiss asked with a strong doubtfulness in her voice.
“It will be good, believe me. Of course, some changes will have to be made... but I like that equality-thing. It could mean that all of us will receive the same benefits from this alliance.
"A wise thought indeed..." Dhor thought.
“What changes do you mean exactly? “ Darion asked.
“The new Order will be lead by a supreme leader. Someone, elected by the high council, which will consist the leaders of the clans and brotherhoods or that kind of things, which the Order will consist of. The leader will have all the rights, but the high council will be able to elect a new one any time.
“And what about treacheries? “ Dhor asked. He was beginning to like the think what the human said... it was really a good idea. Sharing the benefits could have meant that wartoks won't be theft as they were now at the moment.
“Anyone who acts against the Order or its laws shall be punished first. These are the most important changes I imagined.
“Good idea. So? Are you still willing to form this fraction? “ Darion asked.
“I do. “ Dhor replied.
“And so I. “ Leshiss said, now with full believe.
Darion smiled. Although this was not his plan, it could have turned out better than he imagined. He wanted a one war lasting alliance against the Dark Union, but he now got an Order... "May luck shine upon me now" Darion thought.
“And what would be the aims of this Order? “ Leshiss asked.
“To defeat the Dark Union and all of it's kind. To secure Drakan and to end the foolish wars between our races. To safeguard our people... to prove that our nations will last for almost forever. “ Altarash said.
Darion was astonished. He thought about this alliance, and now he saw that the beings of the union now create the new Order of Flame. "This is really morbid, though." he said to himself.
“And who would be our first leader? “ Dhor asked.
“I thought about Darion “ Altarash said “ the main idea was his. So? What do you think?
“I'm on it “ Leshiss said.
Darion could hardly even breath, so he could not speak for a second. And only hardly then.
“I.. so.. do. “ he said slowly. He was astonished again... this thing has been working better then he imagined in his best dreams. He soon regained his calmness.
“I think we should now go back to Mount Tibor now. We will take our oaths and then prepare for war.”
“What oath have you thought of? “  Altarash asked him.
“Well... something like... "for blood and for..."
“Fire? “ Leshiss asked.
“No way. It's not a bonding ritual “ Darion said flatly “ Something like... for blood and for honour.
“For Honour. Good... really good. “ Dhor admitted. He felt almost triumphant now. Nothing could stop them now. Ally and strike when strong!
"For honour... or for whatever remains of it after treasoning our chosen side. I wonder how long this... 'Order' will last... we are connected by our aim: to take a revenge upon Navaros. But after it had been done? Will something keep us together or another bloodshed will start?" Darion thought. And when he looked at Altarash, he knew that the knight thought the same.

Arokh was feeling worried. Since Darion has left, he was trying to discover why had he gone... and what for. "To mediate... he was lying. I know...". On this night he told Rynn about his doubts, and she agreed him.
“As I do.”
It was Farg.
“And I do fear that Darion will run into his doom. “ he said “ He is not really the one who I would call 'reliable'. He always has secret plans, secret allies... But the worst in all that there is no 'built in flaw' in him. He simply can do everything, and then say, 'sacrifice is needed to reach the higher aims'. He cares with no one else than himself. Too bad... but he will change. I hope.”
Both Rynn and Arokh felt the same way. They knew that Darion was  never to be really trusted, but it seemed that he like his own lifestyle. But Arokh now had darker thoughts... "What if he won't came back? What if he betrays us too...?" and he didn't knew the answer.

It took almost two days to get back to Mount Tibor. There both Leshiss and Altarash sent a scout to inform their armies about their whereabouts and to tell them to gather there.  After that, they have put down their oaths. On the following night, Darion could not sleep. He's mind was working with full efficiency. "So, I'm the leader of a new, hell-spawned, or almost hell-spawned Order. The only thing, which the older and ours have in common, is we, humans... Nevertheless, I still think that where Heron failed we will succeed. We will not allow Navaros to play his foul games... and we will turn his own weapons against him." he smiled "It will be great. But how could I tell the rebels about this? It can wait... I hope. If not, then..." he did not wanted to admit that he knew the answer "my oath will keep me here. I have no other way... I must hold the best sword at my enemy's neck." He looked down from the palace to the wartok army. He felt dizzy... too many things happened to him lately. His clan's treachery, Rynn and Arokh's appear, his new allies... and this world also. He learned too many things too fast... He was just about to loose the line. "Keep calm, wizard, keep calm" he reminded himself "or else you'll surely fail." He did not know if he will fail either way. Suddenly he heard wing beats. The traitor succubis arrived. The succubis and the wartoks did not really bother themselves with each other's presence “ they were fighting on the same side long enough. Rather did the humans. They did not trust the other two races, and neither did those two trust them. "They will change." Darion wondered " the real fight with it's own dangers will bring them closer. If not... then they will die." He now saw what he has been playing with... not with his own life only. He was playing with the life of those down now... even if they were wartoks and succubis, they were living being, willingly serving him and believing in him. This reminded he a card game. You draw and hope that you have drawn the good one. Only the stakes were higher. Two worlds... and he were certain that Navaros would not only want Drakan and his home world. He would never stop. "Only if somebody makes him to stop" he thought. The sun was rising and he could see the orange circle rise above the edge of the cliffs surrounding Mount Tibor. It was a beautiful sight... and he hoped he will be able to see this a lot more. "But now, I have to find a way to ensure that the my alliance will stick together for a while." And he knew a way..., which was almost darker than the jet dark night, which ended a few minutes sooner.

Navaros entered the rift. "It took a while. I only hope they will be able to get me back from Drakan soon and not in a month." A few seconds later he was in Drakan, standing in a swamp. He knew the way, he remembered it from a sooner journey. As he was walking fast, he looked down the Arokh's soul crystal, which was attached to his belt. "Do not worry... it won't hurt." he hold back his laughter "Not that much I wanted to." and the laughter was set free...

10. When darkness falls

When the humans arrived, Mount Tibor was looking as if its golden age would have arrived. The walls were reinforced and toughened, new ballistas and anti-air crossbows were installed. Any flying or walking creature would have ensured its doom if it would have get in the sight of the fortress.
Despite this, Darion didn't felt it safe. He feared that his clan's history will repeat... the inner enemies. "I must ensure that they would rather die than betray... and I know the way. If everything will be ready, I'll do it immediately." The time arrived at noon. He called Altarash, Leshiss and Dorh. He invited them into a room, which was almost full of Grimstone. But these rock weren't glowing so much.
“And? Was this so important? “ Dorh asked impatiently.
“This is special Grimstone. It will not kill anyone “ Darion started explaining his idea “ but it will weak the target enough to not have it's own will. As far as you know, our combined armies now nearly stand ready... the only problem here is the antirust between races.  "The thing which has ended the original Order of Flame" he thought " the antirust. Many people did not believe in dragons and so in the Order. Heron has not known this... and he did not know other things as well. But I found my way to forge together these."
“You want them to take Grimstone only to follow your orders and not to be unwilling to fight back to back to each other?! “ Leshiss asked on AA highly angered tone.
“No. I did not thought about this. But I do have a better plan. What do you think would happen if this army would get into a nasty situation? They would learn to trust each other. They would simply have no other choice...
“And what danger have you thought of? “ Altarash asked quietly.
“Dragons.”
“WHAT? “ Dhor asked on an unusually high tone of him “ What did you say? Dragons?”
“Affected by Grimstone, following our orders. They would attack this fort, but they would be weak enough to not mean serious threat. However, they arrival and unsuspected attack would cause enough fear and panic in the army so they would have simply no other choice than to “
“Fight back to back to each other. “ Altarash finished the sentence. He nodded. “ Sensible plan. But where do you want to get dragons from?”
“I know it. Be rest assured. I know it. “ Darion said calmly.
“I don't really like all this “ Leshiss said “ you're playing with lives as if you were playing chess. Many would die, it doesn't really matter...”
Darion was highly surprised. He did not thought things would change this fast... he could have not imagined a succubi worrying for lives before. She went on.
“The thing that mostly worries me is that you're conspiring just as Navaros did. What do you  want to become? An enemy of yours or an enemy of him?”
“I know this, Leshiss, believe me. But this little trick would assure that our armies get combined and used to fight with each other, trusting each other. A real army can only fight like that.”
“I too do not really this way, Darion. But what you said is true... My soldiers need a real fight to learn that they a part of army which consists even the humans... not an allied army. I agree. “ Dorh said.
“And so do I “ Altarash said.
“Don't let me out of your games, guys. But remember what I said. “ Leshiss told them.
"I won't... you have told me my greatest fears." Darion thought.

Rynn was still practising her magic skills far from the camp. She could now cast a whole wall of flames with only a few moves of her hands. But she admitted that although it wasn't hard, it was tiring. When attempted to cast the spell again, she felt sudden pain, which she felt never before... she almost collapsed as her power left her. She could feel that something was not right... the bond. Something was wrong with Arokh, but she could not discern what. She tried to get back to her dragon who was near her, resting near a lake downhill from her. When Rynn saw Arokh, she got almost paralysed with fear... the dragon was lying on the ground with it's legs and arms up, not really moving but writhing with agony and roaring in pain. She tried to get down to him, but it was more difficult than she expected. It pained her to move, it pained her to breathe... "what happened?" she asked. Finally she was crouching at her dragon.
“Arokh, what's wrong with you? “ she asked and almost immediately get the answer... she could feel that Arokh was weakening in her. "The soul is weakening?" she thought with fear "but how? and why?"
“Arokh, what's going on? “ she asked again but more loudly, almost shouting. The answer was telling only a little to her.
“I... can't... Navaros... soul... crystal... take... awaaayyhhh....
He could  barely finish his last word, and gave up attempts to speak. Rynn could not decide what she heard. "What was Arokh telling me? Something about his soul crystal and about Navaros... but what? or was he only being delirious because of pain?" she had no time to think about the answer. Another wave of pain tore through her body and she fell down unconscious.

Navaros was standing before an altar, which were Arokh's soul crystal was floating above, covered with some kind of blue aura. Suddenly the aura gone, and the crystal fell down to the stone altar. Navaros picked it up into his hand and held it up to see the difference “ which was easy to see. The crystal was not glowing anymore, rather it looked transparent, like glass.
“ Thanks for the soul you brought us “ a bodiless voice said “ I assume you want something in exchange for it.
“Indeed I want “ Navaros replied “ give me my magical abilities back! Enchant my new body with my once great power! Let me be the greatest wizard again!
“You ask, I give... “ the voice said, and Navaros felt the cave collapsing on him...

Darion was staring at his squad. It was the best of the bests. Equipped with their usual weapons and with longbows, they were looking great. The only thing, which was a bit unlikely to see, was the green glowing arrows at them. Darion smiled as he knew his plans are now being carried out properly... he will take avenge on Navaros, whatever it costs. Whatever? "I have sacrificed enough now... this action shall be done, and I will shut these missions down. I don't want to become >Navaros, the second<".
But now, he had other things to get worried about. He ordered the little team to follow him, and they started to march towards the volcano, which Arokh told him to have a nest within.

Rynn awoke in the camp at late night. She was feeling miserable. Her inside was on fire. She looked around... she was surrounded by the rebels. Farg started to speak to her “ Ah, so you awoke... it was hard to keep both of you alive. Do you have any ideas what happened?”
“No. Something with Arokh... but I don't know what. “ she said. She felt nothing... she only felt pain.
“Oh well, it doesn't matter. You're alive, and nothing more makes matter.”
She looked at Arokh who was sleeping near her. The dragon looked nice and peaceful now, when he was unconscious. " I hope you will wake up soon, Arokh" she thought and started to sleep. She felt exhausted... something was draining her power. "Keep the flame alive" she heard again. Then she fell asleep. Farg was looking a both of she and her bonded. "They are in big danger... perhaps bigger than I assume. I really hope that Darion has no part in this..." he thought and he had no doubts that the archwizard left them forever.

Navaros awoke in the cave. He was feeling awful... but he had other feelings as well. He could feel his magical abilities returned fully. "Now who will stand in my way?" he thought. The silence of the night was broken by an almost inhuman laughter...

11. Counterattack

Darion stood on the edge of the volcano, and in the next moment he jumped into the hole, which was before his legs. He fell for almost 3 seconds, than the rope on his chest caught him. He was just before the two stones. He waved his arm as a sign to his followers to get him closer to those things. Now he could almost touch the stones. He tried to push the one on the right side... he expected to not be able to move it, but stone moved easily. Then he moved the one on the left... it moved easily too. Suddenly a large entrance of a cave opened before him. He floated into it using one of his spells, then tied the rope and signed to his accompany to follow.

The cave was a huge one. "I can get merely lost here" Darion thought. Suddenly they heard loud footsteps beneath them. The two human archers rose their bows, ready to fire. But Darion ordered them to hide in the cover of the shadows in the cave. It wasn't so hard, since the cave was almost as dark as the night. By the little light they could see a large creature coming towards them...  a dragon. It was a fine one. It was a bit larger than Arokh as Darion calculated, and had spikes coming out from its spine.  As he could tell so far, the dragon was a blue coloured one. It did not notice them. "They have no idea that anyone else than them would be here. How naive." He smiled. He was sure in his triumph. As the dragon passed, he went out of the shadow. But a noise broke the silence... it was the sound of flying arrows and spears, then he heard fire bolts and blasts as well as the sounds of blades clashing into to stone or something stiff like that. He suddenly realised that they were in the middle of a battle. He even did not have time to say anything, a pack of crimson and Ebon knights appeared beneath them.

Darion dodged from the burning spear, which was thrown at him, and draw his sword. His friends were firing from their bows or tried to fight in hand to hand combat with the knights. Darion ran to the closest one. It looked at him and tried to slice his neck through with his burning blade. Darion defended the attack with his sword and blow a massive pack of ice from his another hand with using his magical power. Then he looked around... the fight was almost over by now. They were attacked just as they approached the dragons : with the element of surprise, not knowing that the enemy was beneath them only a few steps away. "We were naive, too" he said and did the only thing he could do now: ran for his life. He ran as fast as he could. The sounds of the battle stopped beneath him... his warriors were slain. He felt sorry for them... all of them were a great fighter indeed. He knew he will miss them deeply. But while walking, he noticed a faint light at the end of the tunnel which he was in. He started to walk faster and without making noise.

The light was emitted by a flaming sword left on the ground. Its owner was now lying dead on the ground not far from it. Darion took the blade and suddenly heard a painful growling beneath his back. He turned back agilely and saw the blue dragon that he has seen before in the cave. But it wasn't so energetic now... Darion noticed that it was full of wounds, and blood flow down on the blue scales. Wandering what to do, he tried to get closer to the wounded creature. It roared and then fell silent. The huge body fell on the floor with a large 'thud'. Darion was rest assured that it was dead now. He wandered why didn't it flee if it was in such a bad condition... then he got the answer. A very small dragon came out from the shadow, just looking like the bigger blue one...

Darion astonished at this scene. Suddenly he copied that the dragon must have been the mother or something like that of the younger one. "This was what she was guarding so desperately!" he thought. Now he did not know what to do. Leaving the young dragon here would be the same as killing him. He could easily encounter a crimson or an Ebon knight. Than what? He felt sorry for this little being...He felt... compassion? He did not know for sure. But he knew he had to do something...fast. He had an idea. He went to little dragon which was now sitting at the elder one's body, staring at her, as not believing to his eyes. He carefully took the young dragon into his hands, and it did not attempt to flee. Darion slowly and carefully placed the dragon in his backpack, since it wasn't longer than 50 cemeteries. Then without making further noises, he went back to the cave he fled from before. He tried to leave this trap alive and fast.

He was now at the bodies of his once great fighters. "All of them died bravely, in a battle." he thought "But I had rather see them alive." He now could see the entrance of the cave, which he came in not so long ago. Two crimson knights guarded it. He sneaked as near as it was possible to be not discovered. He heard the two knights speaking.
“... anyway.
“But it would have taken much more time to discover this nest without the aid of those mercenaries.
"Without what??"
“Yes... those humans did a pretty good job showing us this place. It was worth it to follow them from Mount Tibor.
"What have I done?" Darion asked himself "Well, not exactly what I imagined. So they were following us... I'll be more careful next time."
“I only hope that the teams will finish anything off soon.
“They will, but they're having causalities. Those wretched lizards are defending themselves more heavily then we expected. But it will be a pretty good bloodshed!
Both knights laughed on their deep tone. Darion has heard enough now. It was he who has accused this “ even if did not know about this. But now, he felt a slight relief. He has saved a young dragon... perhaps this will calm his emotions. He did not feel really guilty. But now, he had to get rid of the two knights and get out of here before being slaughtered. He stove his sword. He concentrated and his hands were as cold as ice and being surrounded by a blue aura. The knights have spotted this blue light.
“Halt! Wh “ all was they could say. Darion let out two deadly rays of ice, freezing both knights. Then he crashed the two ice-statues with his sword, and hastily climbed up on the rope, which he left here.

He looked back to the volcano. It was looking as if nothing has happened. But Darion was sure that the effects of this event will be more than he expects it now. "I hope I all of you will rest in peace..." he thought about his loyal minions. Suddenly he has heard a faint roar from his backpack. "And I hope those dragons will also sleep well..." he thought. This was the first time he was afraid of the future.

“Total success!”
A crimson knight was informing their leader, which was an Ebon knight wearing golden mail.
“All of those lizards were slain by us. It is a triumphant day indeed.”
“All?”
“Yes. We have spotted no survivors.”
The Ebon knight was feeling great. "Lord Navaros will be pleased...". The crimson knight did not mention that the two guards at the entrance have disappeared. For him, two men loss was not really matter.

Carea awoke with pains all over her body. She found it not so hard to move, but what she has seen was really more the she could bear. Everyone that was once alive was now slain within the nest.
She did not know who has done this, but suddenly she saw an image before her... a human with long black hair standing in front of her, picking up a flaming sword, then coming closer and closer...
"We did not harm the humans for centuries now" she thought "so why did this happen?". She did not knew the answer. But she better knew what will happen now. "Those fools asked for this... if they want war, they will get It.". She looked at her wings. She was able to fly, although only with low speed. But it did not matter. She left the volcano, heading to the silhouette of the snowy mountains. "I will tell all dragons about what happened here." she thought and added " And our revenge will soon come."
The blue dragon flew as fast as she could. With all her rage she thought that revenge can't come soon enough.

12. The phoenix reborn

Darion got back to Mount Tibor in one day. He called the three leaders to his palace... but first he went to his own room. He locked the door and ensured that no one watches him. He opened the backpack and pulled the dragon out of it. He gave water and his meal, a fried  piece of sheep's leg, to the little lizard, which seemed to be really hungry. Darion was surprised. He could have never imagined that anyone would be able to eat as many food as his body weight. Then the dragon went to his bed, looked at him and felt asleep. "How confidently he is using my room. Oh well... I have to go the meeting anyway." He silently opened the door, walked out of the room, the locked the large wooden door again.

“So, what happened exactly? “ Altarash seemed to be worried.
“We were in the nest when a large group of crimson knights ambushed us. Only I had time and strength to save my life. “ Darion explained “ I think that everything in there was slain.”
“I do hope so “ Altarash said on a worried voice.
“But why? I did not know you hate dragons so much. “ Leshiss remarked.
“If there is a survivor dragon, it will tell its mates what happened. And if so, than I'm sure that the dragons will launch a full-scale attack to take revenge for this bloodshed.
Darion did not thought about this... Altarash went on.
“And in this case, we will take the first wave of assault.”
“But... why? “ Dorh asked.
“Mount Tibor has been the hideout and fortress for Dark Union for a long time... almost for centuries. It is likely that this place will be their first target.
“We will await them prepared. We were just about to shot some dragons anyway... “Dorh replied.
“I envy your confidence, wartok. To tell the truth, I'm really worried. Remember that we counted with only a few dragons attacking, and with a horde of raging beasts.”
Deep silence fell on them. Everyone knew what this meant. The lesson, which they want to teach to their armies, has now been reversed, and turned into a fight for their lives. Darion was worrying about only about their loyalty. He knew that every being in Tibor was willing to fight with each other, but this was only a temporary feeling. They were given something new: the aim to defeat Navaros. But when time will pass, they learn each other's mistakes and faults... and when the starting enthusiasm will go, only their belief in each other will keep them together. "If it will..." he thought.
“I assume we now prepare our defence forces. “ he said “ If we know we'll attacked, we better stand ready.
Everyone agreed.

When leaving the chamber where they were talking, Darion and Altarash left last. Darion held back Altarash. “ I have a really important thing to discuss with you “ he said.
“Name it. “ Altarash was calm now.
“I have seen a dragon being slain in the nest... and I've seen its child.
Altarash seemed to be unaffected.
“And? They aren't the first ones who have suffered this.”
“I know. But I fetched the little dragon from the dead body and took him with me. He is now here... in my room.”
Altarash's eyes widened. He would have liked to scream now...
“Have you lost you mind? Do you know what you have done? This deed can bring death to us all! Even if they don't want to attack us, kidnapping one of the young dragons will surely make them berserk!”
“I did not kidnap him. “ Darion was speaking slowly “ if I leave him there, he would have died now. Anyway, only we know about him.”
Altarash took a deep breath. He wanted to say something really unpleasant to Darion, and only by trying hard he could avoid that. He wanted to remain calm...
“So. You have a little dragon. Have a guess how old it can be? This can be really important. We must know that how much could he understand from what happened to him recently.
“I have no guess of its age. But it must be young... perhaps a newborn one. It's almost shorter than a half meter.
"A new-born dragon, aid by a human." Altarash shook his head "I cannot see and learn enough to not get surprised by the weirder and weirder things that life creates." He asked Darion on a faint voice then “ Have you any guess how to raise up a dragon properly?
Darion gave him a dark look for bothering with such problems, then he smiled and said “ Personally, I have not. But it does not really matter.

When Arokh awoke he was feeling empty. Only his head was aching a bit. "What happened?" he asked from himself. Then he started to remember. He replayed the last few day's events in his mind... and when he understood the consequences, he could hardly stand on his feet. "This cannot be... This cannot happen to me...!"
“Arokh! You woke up at least! Would you tell me what was going on with us? “ Rynn welcomed him.
“I fear that we nearly got killed Rynn... and I do fear that things have changed a lot. And not for our advantage.
Rynn was just getting worried. She did not like when Arokh spoke like this... she knew that the dragon was just preparing her for something important. "Something what I could not bear?" she thought.
“Come on, Arokh. I know that something hurt you badly... I could feel it. But it's over now. We are alive.”
“Not just the pain is over now, Rynn.”
“What do you mean with this? “ she took a deep breath “ What are you preparing me for, Arokh?”
“Rynn, do you now where my soul crystal is?”
"Would he leave me? Would he like to become unbound?" she asked of herself. She was really worried.
“In your cave. We have left it on the pedestal.”
“No Rynn. Navaros has found it. I now remember... he showed it to me when I was imprisoned. I wasn't totally affected at that point.”
Rynn's heart sank and then filled with rage.
“Then let's go without delay! I won't let him anything to do with that... with you.”
The dragon forced a smile.
“Thanks Rynn... but I guess you are too late now. The thing that hurt me so bad lately was in connection with my soul crystal.
“What happened? “ Rynn asked on a faint voice. She feared for Arokh... and for herself.
“I... think that... “ he was speaking slowly, not wanting to say anything he would not like to mean “ that my soul was fetched away from me, Rynn. I feel that it is now you and the bond that keeps me alive.
She could hardly understand what her bonded told her. "So this was it..." she thought.
“What will happen to you... to us now, Arokh? “ she asked on a trembling voice. She felt herself quaking with fear. She was not afraid of death. Everyone will die on one day, she always told herself, and everyone has to. But now... she feared that her doom will be much worse than death. Maybe to become a soul shadow like Tuiri... or something even more worse.
“It's hard to tell, Rynn. Not too many dragons lost their souls while I was alive... But I think I have an idea. The dragon looked deeply into Rynn's green eyes and then started explaining “ As you know, when bound, our souls became one. Now, mine is lost... not totally, but the most of it ("the essence", he thought) has gone. But since we are one, your soul will reinforce mine... or what has remained of it. As long as we are bonded, you will keep me alive. “ he took a deep breath and halted for a moment “ but it will not be the same as if I had mine.
Rynn hardly heard what Arokh said. She was thinking what has to her until this, and tried to imagine what will happen. "We are doomed... Navaros is just too strong to handle. We has dispatched his soul twice in to a rift, and he has taken Arokh's soul... will this fight continue until he takes mine too?" She did not really wanted to give the answer to her own question. She looked up to the sky. The sun was just going down, creating a beautiful play of colours. She forgot about her pains and problems for a while. When it was over, she felt recharged. All the her dark thoughts has gone now. "I have no choice, though."
“We will not give up, Rynn. We will continue and we will win. “ Arokh said with high confidence in his voice. Rynn smiled and thought "easy to be brave when you nothing loose... not even your soul any longer."

Carea felt warm once again when she was in the cave. All the dragons looked strangely at her, not knowing why she had came here. A golden dragon with yellow eyes appeared in front of her.
“Greetings, my dragonkin. I am Khai-Shi, leader of the Children of the Sun. How can we help one of our own kind?
“I did come here with strong reason and with dark thoughts, Khai-Shi. Please, listen to me closely... “ and she spoke the day when they were cruelly ambushed. “ No one survived, just I. I assume that the war between the humans and us has now restarted. I only came to warn you - and to ask your help to take revenge my slain kins.
The gold dragon was looking at her, but she did not see Carea. "It can't be... we were living in peace for so long. Why did those fools done this?" then she imagined the scene what Carea described. Slain bodies, blood and flesh, pain and agony... "I have no choice... we must defend ourselves. And we must terrify humans from doing such aggression again." With a heavy heart, she agreed. “ Alright, we will take revenge... We will make them pay for what they have done to us. What is your name, though?”
“I am Carea.”
Khai-Shi checked her with her eyes, and said “ You look really determined. Have you told me anything?
“I did... expect to mention that I have lost my son in the battle. “ she could hardly “ he was only a few weeks old...
Mentioning such things enraged everyone. Dying in a fight wasn't a so big thing to take revenge for, but killing defenceless young ones was really much beyond even a dragon's taste. Even Khai-Shi felt herself desiring to fight more and more with each passing minute.
“We leave immediately “ she ordered her dragons.
“Where shall we go first? “ a draconic voice asked.
“To Mount Tibor.”

Darion was sleeping deeply and dreamed. But this was a special dream... and it turned into a nightmare. He was fighting with Navaros, but his enemy grows bigger and bigger, now even fading the sun. "You die now, maggot" he said on a blunt voice and rose his feet to squash the little human...
He awoke with a loud scream. The little dragon was staring at him as if not knowing what happened and nor knowing what to do now. Darion calmed down almost immediately, then he took the small creature into his arms and started to pet its head. It seemed that the dragon liked that. Darion was thinking about this little being. It was the first time he was defending someone without asking exchange for it, defending him because of his own will. But he found this to his liking... he did not know why but he started to like the little creature more and more. He only had one guess. So long he was only fighting for other warriors, for ones that could easily leave him. But this one was no warrior. He even lacked the power needed to survive alone. The thought that only he keeps another being alive stimulated him. If there was important aim for him besides to defeat Navaros, then now he had one.
Loud shouting outside suddenly disturbed him, then by the firing of the AA crossbows. After a while, he heard fireballs flying down at colliding into the ground, burning down everything in the vicinity. "The dragons will take revenge, and they will come here first" he remembered Altarash's words. "So it has begun." he thought. He took the young blue dragon onto his bed, grabbed his sword and went outside.

The battle was not a real battle. It should have been better called a 'play of chaos'. Everyone was firing at all directions, not really knowing what to do. Dragons dived from the sky, breathing and spitting flame then flying up to the sky as fast as they could. Human archers and the wartok siege archers fired flaming arrows at every flying target on the sky. The air filled up with the smell of brimstone and burned flesh. After being hit, dragons roared or fell down from the sky, landing on the ground with a large thud. Archers turned into ashes as being flamed by fire bolts, crossbows caught fire and became useless. It was a play written by chaos. And it was a play where death took the main role.

Darion ran out of the palace. He looked around, trying to measure the situation. Suddenly he noticed a green dragon flying towards him with an open mouth, being ready to spit fire at him. But Darion was not an archwizard for nothing. He hastily cast a defensive ice spell, and he was soon in a dome of ice. The dragons fire only melt this dome, but it did not hurt him. And it was his turn to strike. He held both his hands into the air aimed carefully at the great flying target, and let out two great bolts of lightening at it. The first bolt missed the dragon, who stopped immediately. This action saved his life “ for a while. The second bolt sliced through the air just before his head. But a floating dragon was easy to hit, and a few archers and a archer already took notice of him. The dragon was surprised. He has never seen human mages in action, and thought that only dragons or dracoliches possess elements. However, he did not have time do think about. A dozen arrow hit him, mainly at his wings and at his neck. He turned to archers who fired at him, and would have started to move, but a burning missile from a crossbow hit him. It was a lucky shot. The dragon's neck broke with a loud crack and the being felt into the valley near the fortress without noise. But no one had time to celebrate.
More and more dragons appeared and they soon found themselves surrounded by attacking dragons. They were in a trap. "My first siege " Darion thought "and it can easily be the last." Suddenly he noticed a few knights helping the wartoks to reload a damaged crossbow. "So, they desire to live is stronger than they feeling against each other. Very good. If we survive this, these creatures and humans will become one big nation... IF they survive". He was not sure if the answer was 'yes, they will'.

Khai-Shi was cursing the insects firing from beneath. She had not expected such heavy defence. And she also has not expected that wartoks and humans would fight together. This made their position very hard. When they tried to attack by diving from the sky at high speed, the precise human archers shot them. When they tried to attack from low, they were hunt down by the wartok AA crossbows. She has already lost plenty of her dragons, and was now thinking about the idea of fleeing. Suddenly she saw a big bunging missile running towards her. She evaded by diving down.

“That nasty lizard is the best of all “ said the wartok pointing at the gold dragon “ it evades all of our shots.
“It won't make it again “ said the leader of small human archer squad “ Make her dive again... and she will come close enough to fire precisely.
The wartok smiled. “ Although your human, I'm finding you to my liking “ and fired another flaming missile at the dragon.

"Another missile" Khai-Shi thought and dived more down. "I'm getting to be too low... at this altitude I can be easy target for human archers." Then she noticed the crossbow, which was firing at her. There were no archers in the vicinity. “ Die now!! “ she shouted and flew towards the unlucky prey.

“ There she is. “ said the leader. They were hiding beneath the ruins of a burned AA crossbow. As the dragon came closer, obviously trying to annihilate the crossbow, he shouted “ That's it!! Take 'er down! “ and started firing arrows from his longbow as he was insane. The other archers followed their leader's attitude.

Khai-Shi was almost near enough to the crossbow to burn it down, when she felt something struck her left leg. She looked down and saw a dozen human archers firing arrows at her rapidly. She tried to manoeuvre, but more and more arrows collided into her. "A trap!" she thought with fear and flew up as fast as she could. She tried to reach the mountain ridge. There she get out of their sight. Another pack of arrows flew at her, missing her only a little. She was relived to see she has passed the walls of the fortress. Too early.

The leader of the archers stopped his men firing. Then grinned at the wartok and said “ She is wounded now... put an end to her for good!
The wartok shouted loudly and released the missile, which was awaiting in the crossbow to be fired. The missile flew much faster than the dragon, getting closer and closer to her, then finally hitting her right wing and almost tearing it down. The dragon roared in pain and fell down to the ground. It did not move any more.
“Hahahaha!! Attack us more cautiously next time! “ the wartok shouted, then looked at the leader of the archers “ We are making a darn good team together, human.
The leader stared at the weary body of the dragon. Then he added “ Indeed we do. Indeed we do... my friend.
Then they started to fire again in the most various directions.

Khai-Shi was lying on the ground. She could feel that death was close... that missile hit her hard, almost tearing her wing down from her body. She looked back, but even the small movement of her head caused her high pains. She now saw that the fight was still going on desperately. "This is not really what I wanted to do..." she thought and lost consciousness.

Leshiss was feeling pleased. She was sent with her succubis to scout to southern mountains to see if the dragons were coming. They have seen nothing. She was glad that they didn't come... she did not really wanted to see Arokh's kind fighting against her again. But when they could see the fortress they left, her heart froze for a moment. She was amazed by the power of the dozen or so more mighty beasts flying above the fortress, but she knew that her new friends are in need. She hesitated for only a moment. "For Blood and for Honour, I swore" she reminded herself then led her minions into battle. "Let's give the dragons a little taste of our power!"

Darion was now playing with the thought of retreating his forces. He has lost many men and wartok now, and the most of the fortress were standing in ruins and was on fire. Suddenly more winged creatures appeared “ but these were smaller than dragons.
“Succubis! “ someone shouted. Darion felt relieved. They made it.
“Stop firing at everything what moves “ he ordered “ shoot only when you're sure you'll hit a dragon.”
But no one noticed him. Although they were knowing this without being instructed.

Carea was now confused by still raging. Suddenly another gold dragon flew next to her, and started to explain: “Just to tell you... we are leaving this battle.
She could hardly believe to her ears.
“What? The mighty dragons flee?”
“Not necessary. You can stay and die here.”
“I do not follow your orders. I only follow Khai-Shi “ she explained.
“Khai-Shi is dead. A crossbow struck her down.
Carea's heart sank. The another dragon kept on.
“Others are killed or hurt badly as well. I do trust you and believe me, I feel the same way as you do. But our enemies are now reinforced by succubis. This is getting to be too much to take.”
Carea felt despair. “ Well... I'll follow you... what's your name?”
“I am Tarad, now leader of this clan. Let's get going before we loose more lives as well.”
With ending his sentence, the gold dragon rose his altitude and drew a few circles in the air, then hastily flew to the direction of their nest. The others seeing this also abandoned the battle. Carea knew she had no choice.
“You have won once more, insects... “ she said with raging fury - but it wasn't our last encounter.
She left.

Darion could hardly believe to his eyes. They have forced the dragons to retreat! Then he looked around, trying to measure their losses. Plenty of them died or was dying at the moment. The fortress itself became nothing more the a few burned stones. But what he has seen then pleased him even more. He has seen men, succubis and wartoks helping each other, or simply talking and laughing together. They were showing each other how did you fight or shot a dragon down. "This was the thing I wanted. To bring them closer. Now they will trust each other..." he sudden realised how much he has changed. Since he was the supreme leader of the new Order, he started to think another way. Life and equality “ the things he never believed in “ now became important to him. But he has not changed totally. "I wish Arokh would have seen this... to see his... 'triumphant' kind being stumbled well."
“Darion! Darion! Master!”
An archer was running towards him.
“What happened?”
“Lord Altarash wishes to see you immediately. He has something urgent to say. Something... about "life and death" as he said.
Darion followed the man, they were running fast. "The phoenix is now reborn. The Order is alive and willing to face it's enemies again...! Under my command, we shall take care of Navaros... and of the dragons if it will be necessary" he thought and saw Atharas running towards him.
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Atharas ordered the archer to leave him and Darion alone for a while. When he left, Atharos said
“I have two main subjects to speak with you.
“Do not spare me “ Darion gave him a toothy grin. He was amazed by his own power. He fought 3-4 dragons now and he hadn't been even scratched. He was begging to enjoy fighting... but he knew that he wouldn't have lasted for more time. Only his magical power made him powerful, and he has used all his power.
“Are you sure that you're dragons parent is dead?”
Darion gave him a suspicious look.
“Yes. I've seen her collapsing without life.”
“Have you checked if she is dead? It can happen that she only fainted because of the shock.
Darion did not remember doing such things... he had a really annoying thought.
“Nope. I was too busy to think about such things.”
Altarash nodded.
“Good... or, erhm, not very good. During the battle, I've spotted a large blue dragon looking just as yours.
Darion knew what this meant, but he did not know what to do.
“But... I can't give him back to her... mainly because I even don't know where she is now.
“Yes. But I think that can wait... you'll threat him well, and I guess that she thinks that her son was killed.
“By me. “ Darion said with a low tone.
“Don't grow frustrated. It's a play written by life.”
"Then life has many cruel jokes..." he thought and asked “ What is the another topic?”
Altarash pointed his fingers at the body of Khai-Shi. “She.
“What's with her?”
“She's alive.”
Darion stared at the dragon's body. It did not move...
“She's weak, but she's alive. What shall we do with her?”
“If we can save her then we will save her.”
Altarash looked at Darion. He has changed a lot... "he has learned the worth of life. It's good to know that he is not the cold hearted avenger who he was when I first met him."
“Would you really save her? She's our enemy...”
“Once for me once for you. Who knows? She can turn out to be useful for us. Perhaps she could convince more of her kind to join us. “ Although he did not say it loudly, he was amazed by the dragon's power. He admitted that he underestimated them. "But if they want to fight, then we'll fight... and finish them off."
Altarash nodded. “ I will assign a small group to take care of her... after we have repaired our fortress. Dorh and Leshiss arrived there and asked “ What are we chatting about?”
“This fortress.”
Dorh looked around and said sadly “ It pains me to see my great stronghold in ruins. It will take a long time to rebuild this place.”
Darion shook his head “ There will be need for that. We leave this place. It's too dangerous.”
“And where should we go? “ Dorh asked.
“To somewhere where we can hide... to a safe place hidden from the world.”
“And where is this 'safe place'? “ Dorh asked impatiently. He was unwilling to leave this place.
“In a volcano.”
Altarash looked thunderstruck. “ You mean... the nest? We will occupy the dragons' den?
“It's an easily defendable but hidden place. And no one would search for us there.”
“That's true. And how will we get there? “ Leshiss asked.
“In smaller teams, so it won't be so conspicuous. We will start immediately. I will lead the first detachment. I will take her too. “ and he looked at Khai-Shi. “ The other detachments are up to you. Just get everyone there in a day's time.
“In a day? “ Dorh asked unbelievingly “ That's impossible.
“Then in two.”
"In two days! Even if would ran we could not make it." “ Dorh thought but not said anything.
“If no more announcements are not to be made, then let's get going. I wouldn't like to be attacked here. “ Darion said and started to gather his team.
“He is strong and confident. “ Dorh said “ But too young and too hot-blooded.  He not always follows the common sense's will.”
“This is why he is special “ Altarash said “ this is why convinced us so easily.
Dorh agreed. Darion was indeed special. He only hoped that Darion was special enough to defeat Navaros.

SSSSHhhhhhhhrrrrrreeeeeeeee.......... FFFHHHHHHAADDDDAAAAAAAMMMMMMMM!!
Navaros stood in the dusty air. As the dust has gone, he could see the crater in front of him clearly. A minute before he was standing at the foot of a mountain. "The Words of Power are indeed powerful, even when not cast with full power" he thought. He was amazed by his power. He felt this power so long ago... "I have cleared a dragon nest now" he thought and smiled "the others will come so””
He felt sudden pain all over his body. He did not know where did it came from, but he could not fight against it. The pain lasted for almost a minute and then left. He was gasping for air. He did not know what this was, but he was fearing of it. He, the great wizard was in fear... fearing for his life.

Since Arokh's soul was taken away, the dragon became a bit speechless. He spoke rarely by his own will, and tried to end Rynn's conversations quickly. Rynn understood him. It must have been painful to loose his soul.  On one night, Arokh, Rynn and Farg were sitting neat the campfire. Farg suddenly looked up to the two moons of Drakan. He seemed to be scared.
“What's wrong? “ Rynn asked. She became an inexperienced but well-trained mage over time.
“I have seen something... big. Perhaps “ he left a long pause “ a dragon flying over there.
Arokh looked up to the sky.
“Dragon? Where? Nah. It can't be.”
But it could... now all of them could clearly see them. It wasn't just one. A dozen black something crossed the sky.  Arokh shook his head is if he would not believe to his own eyes. Farg stood up.
“Let's see where are they going to and who are they “ he said.
“I'm in it. “ Rynn said.
Arokh was silent, staring at the sky. "Why would they return? They would do it only in special situations. Like if a dragon would give them up. But who do such an evil deed?" he thought and added "I really hope that I didn't do anything really foolish while I was Grimstone affected..."
“Let's go then! “ he said.
“If I were you, I would await the dawn. It's really dangerous to fly by night. Enemies who you can’t even see can attack you.  “ a woman' s voice said.
“You're right, Alera. We await the dawn.”
Nor Rynn and neither Arokh were happy to hear that.

Darion has never seen such work before. The wartoks designed the plans, the humans and succubis built them. They installed AA crossbows into the volcanos inside. But each crossbow had it's top made from rock, so they were hidden when watched from above. Darion let the work go, he did not wanted to be in the way. He entered the cave. Although they were here only for hours, it looked totally different then first time. The cave changed into a hall. It head it's own ceiling, floor and walls. Torches  provided the light. He went deeper, almost amazed by his Order's strength and his brilliance for choosing this place. They got here in almost 10 hours. It was quite good time. Despite they were carrying Khai-Shi, they got here faster than he with his elite squad the first time, mainly because they weren't attacked, they even have not spotted enemies this time. He got to a large arch. "A door will be here..." he thought with reminding the plans for the redesign. He entered the room. Khai-Shi was there, laying on grass, which they've brought inside. The dragon was sleeping deep and without noise. He went back to the hall. A wartok approached him there.
“The new entrance is almost ready now. We have hidden the doors underwater, as you asked.
Darion have decided to create a new entrance and to seal the old one when they arrived here. Suddenly he heard a large detonation and the old entrance was gone.
“Master. “ the wartok called him again.
“Anything new?”
“The second detachment led by Altarash arrived. The Lord can arrive here in any moment.
“Good. Really good.”
Suddenly they heard a large roar from the room where Khai-Shi was. Darion did not thought that the dragon would awake so early... He has sent it's guards away to help completing the new entrance.
“Return to Altarash and tell him to be hurry! “ he ordered the wartok and ran into the room.
Khai-Shi was not conscious yet, bet she was recovering. Mainly because of this, she started to feel the pain in her wings again. She roared in agony as she tried to move, but she couldn't. This has driven her into panic and she tried again more powerfully which only pained her more. Darion did not really like the thought to get close to her. He had an idea what to do. He sneaked to the wounded dragon's back, and he jumped onto its neck. “Calm down and do not try to move, you'll taste my blade “ he said and touched the cold blade of his sword to the dragon's neck. Khai-Shi did not argue. She left her head down to the ground and lied down. She became silent again. Darion left his breath out... this was close. He did not feel totally secure although. He would not really like to meet those sharp talons again... Khai-Shi opened her eyes and kept staring at the human who was sitting on her.

“Who... are... you? “ she asked. Her tone was weak, and Darion could hear that her wounded wing was still paining her badly.
“One of none importance to you.”
Khai-Shi kept looking at him. Then she remembered Carea's words... "...it was a human, wearing white clothes and having long black hair...". It was he.
“You...you... were the.... one... who... raided... that place. Kill.. Me.. as well... as you did... kill... my... mates.
Darion first was thunderstruck by this sentence, but then he smiled. "So they indeed think that it was me who raided this place." he though and kept on "This is a play written by life. How funny..."
“Don't you think that if wanted to kill you I could have done it now? “ he asked.
The dragon did not reply.
“Yes... we were here. But only to explore a cave we just recently discovered. “ he knew he was telling  lies, but he had to gain the trust of this dragon, no matter what it costs “ We have just entered the cave, when we heard sounds of battle going on. But we weren't more lucky than you... all of man died here when fighting with the knights. I fled right into a blue dragon, which was just dying right before me. Then I left this place, and only now returned.
“Why... am I...supp...osed..to..belive..in....you? “ Khai-Shi was weak and could hardly speak. But what she heard was almost as bad as the pain. "If his speaks the truth then I started a war for nothing and attacked the ones who I am maybe supposed to fight and with..." she thought.
“You are not supposed to believe in me. To tell the truth, I doubt that you believe me.
Khai-Shi was surprised to hear that... She had another thought.
“What... happened... to.... the...smaller dragon?
She took a deep breath... she could hardly speak a sentence.
Darion did not knew if it was only a trap or she was asking about a lost mate of her. He decided to not tell the truth... for now. It can await.
“I've seen a young dragon near the dead blue one... but I have left him here. I did not dare to get close to a dragon, which I was not sure to be dead.
"Everything Carea knows is wrong!" she was shouting in herself "Everything! Not the humans threatened us, but Navaros."
Suddenly a wartok entered the cave. Both Khai-Shi and the wartok stared at each other. The dragon did not try to move, but looked at Darion as if she was begging for help. The wartok has done the same. Darion smiled and told the dragon “ Do not worry... this wartok is not an enemy. Just... think him as... the member of the new Order of the Flame. The Order which you have attacked in Mount Tibor. “As for you” - he looked at the wartok “ wait outside. I'll go soon.”
The Wartok hastily took a few steps back and walked away. Khai-Shi got really confused... "New Order? Wartoks? Mount Tibor?" she remembered the battle. Now she understood why did humans and wartoks fight back to back. But the small puzzle-pieces did not want to became a  whole picture. She imagined humans and wartoks bonding, and with a toothy grin she felt asleep.

Darion got off from the sleeping dragon. "Almost trusting me... good. One more step..."
He went out from the room. In the hall he dismissed the wartok and met Altarash.
“Good to see you again, friend “ the knight greeted him “ you have made a really good hideout.
“I know “ Darion said “ and I have earned the trust of our dear gold dragon. I now know that you were right. They thought that we have raided their nest. But it can happen that she will convince them for us. They could be worthy allies.
“Worthy but unstable allies.
Darion nodded. He was afraid of the same.

Arokh wasn't in his best mood. Not only he had to fly with a great speed, he had to carry Rynn and Farg. "What am I? I'm supposed to fight against the Dark Union, not to carry and carry everyone everywhere!" he thought. But all of them were watching carefully. They were looking for the dragons they've spotted last night.
“Land at the clearing, Arokh “ Rynn ordered him. And so he did. When they landed and both Rynn and Farg dismounted, he stood up. He looked around, but didn't see anything unusual.
“In the name of the Flame, stop! “ a harsh voice was heard.

Arokh took fighting position, and so did Rynn and Farg. They drew their swords and tried to focus as many energy as they could. It was a thing that Arokh could not get used to. Heron was only a fighter not possessing magical abilities, and neither did Rynn for long. It was strange for him to see his bonded cast spells. Despite this, he liked this, because when Rynn focused her powers, even he could feel his power rising. "The bond" he thought when felt this again "it not only shares pain." and he gave himself a slight smile.
“Who are you, intruders? “ the same voice asked again.
Rynn noticed that the voice mentioned 'the Flame'. "It can happen that they are dragonriders as we" she thought and answered.
“I'm Rynn and he is Arokh. Who are you?”
Something was moving in the bushes. A man came out. He was holding a short sword and he had an unusually big bow on his back. He was wearing brown leather armour and black pants. He did not have cloak or gauntlets.
“I'm Francis. Proud ranger of the Order of the Flame, bonded to Hidon.
Arokh and Rynn looked at each other. They have found another bonded!
“I see that you are rebounded, Arokh. Glad to see. Come now... someone is eager to see you.
The ranger turned back to the forest and went on with clearing a path for them. They followed him.

Soon they reached a waterfall. Arokh was astonished.
“Morghus...!
A black dragon was looking at him questioningly. He had the same red eyes as Arokh had, and despite the colours of his scales, he was very similar to Arokh.
“I did not expect to see you again brother.”
"Their voice is almost the same" Rynn thought "but if they are really brothers then it's clear why."
“So she is your bonded. I see she is carrying the Runeblade “ Morghus spoke “ she must be strong indeed.
“She is “ Arokh replied. He was still surprised.
Rynn and Farg suddenly saw a dragon arriving with its rider. Morghus looked at them and said: “This is our friend. He is Xerath, bonded to Dortenne. She has nearly became a Guardian Magi. She was close indeed.
Rynn looked at the new ones. Xerath was a green dragon, obviously smaller than Arokh. Despite his size, he moved really agilely. Dortenne had red hair and wore green mail. They landed near them and said nothing. Morghus explained them “ You see, Arokh came here with his bonded, Rynn. Rare guests these times.
Arokh asked his brother “ Are you bonded?”
Morghus gave him a smile “ Yes. Do you remember my rider?
Arokh seemed to think deeply, and said “ Tol Tokien.”
A deep toned voice said “ Ye'. That's me.
Both Arokh and Rynn turned back. They saw no one there. Morghus broke the silence “ Do not play with them. Time is our enemy now.”
A man came out from the cover of the trees. He looked at Arokh and asked
“Tell me Arokh, did I changed much?”
“Indeed “ the red dragon replied.
“As for you, my lady “ he said bowing to Rynn “ Tol Tokien. Just call me 'Shadow'.
“Shadow? “ Rynn asked surprised.
“Quiet, fast and untouchable. That's me.
Morghus broke the conversation.
“Arokh, do you know anything about the dragons living here?”
“Nothing, expect we've spotted a dozen of them flying last night.”
“We've also seen them. We wonder why did they return “ Dortenne said. “ Who is that man with you? “ and she looked at Farg.
“I'm Farg “ he bowed “ leader of Rebel Valteran Mages. We are here to aid Rynn and Arokh in their quest.
"Not true" Rynn thought "but in this case it is an acceptable lie".
Dortenne seemed to become excited.
“Magi?”
“Yes. The best mages all over the land.
Shadow interrupted.
“Cut the chatter. No time for this. Look up!
Everyone looked up. A lonely dragon was flying up there.
“Let's follow him. Perhaps he will lead us to his friends “ Xerath suggested. Everyone agreed. They took off and flew after the dragon in total silence.

Navaros felt worse and worse with each passing moment. He did nor know what happened to him but he was sure that it wasn't because of an outer affect. But this was all he know... "What's happening with me?" he asked and shouted with pain. He thought he heard a loud laughter, but when he looked around he found no one being in his room. Then he heard the same laughter again...
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When Khai-Shi awoke, she felt the pain no more. She looked around. She a succubi, a wartok and two humans staring at her.
“She's awake now “ the succubi commentated.
“Good to know. Thanks to the healing powers of our Zealots she is now alright. “ the human said.
“Don't be so proud, Altaresh.”
Altaras was grinning toothily. Indeed has was proud for his zealots, who only knew simple magical tricks “ but they knew those excellently.
“So Khai-Shi? Are we your enemies? “ Darion asked from her.
The dragon did not really know what to say. She was surrounded by those who nearly killed her and slain many of her friends “ and she was saved by them also. She decided.
“We... are... allies. “ she took a deep breath and let it out “ I'm sorry for misjudging you... but we have fought with wartoks for centuries.
“And you will. “ Dorh said with a sad voice. Khia-Shi gave him a questioning look.
“He is just really humiliated “ Altarash explained “ by his kins' weakness “
“Indeed I am humiliated! “ the wartok shouted “ They aren't wartoks or I'm not one! True wartoks won't fight for Navaros anymore! We won't fight for a broken promise anymore!”
Darion smiled. That was what he needed. The hate and rage can give almost infinite power. "But it can be also destructive. I better keep an eye on them " he thought " but I also feel this way... I also want to see their blood, I also want to watch their pain." he thought and smiled when imaging Navaros's dead body.
“So dragon? Don't you want to say something else? Like... do us a favour for saving your life? “ Leshiss asked.
Khai-Shi felt trapped. Whatever they ask, she has to do it or she will be killed.
Darion stopped Leshiss. “ It is I who command. But it is likely that you will do a favour for us... “ and he looked deeply in the dragon's yellow eyes...

The four dragons with their bonded and Farg were following that lone dragon for almost hours now.
"Maybe he is simply lost" Arokh thought. It was unusual for dragons to get lost, but it really seemed that this one had no idea where to go. It was flying un-logically, changing direction many times. Suddenly the dragon passed a high ridge of cliffs, and so did they. What they have seen was much beyond their imaginations. They saw dozens of dragons of all kinds of colours. In the next moment, they were surrounded by 7-8 of them. The little team landed, followed by those dragons.
“Ahh, it is the mighty Arokh and his brother “ a gold dragon walked slowly towards them “ what brought you here with those humans?”
Arokh did not really like the tone of the voice. When he looked at the other bonded he noticed that they also did not appreciated this.
“We came here to see something highly unusual “ Morghus spoke “ why did you came back? Did you get bored?
A blue dragon spoke high above them “ We have really important things to speak of. Do not joke with this topic.
“What's this important? “  Xerath asked. He was worried. Not all dragons appreciated bonding...
“You know that many dragons lived deep within the volcano not so far from here “ the blue dragon spoke and landed “ for centuries with not even showing themselves.
“We know about these. But why do you tell these humans about this? “ Xerath asked.
“It is not a secret anymore. We were attacked “ the dragon took a deep breath and tried to remain calm “ and all of us except me was mercilessly slain by our human attackers. Not even the young ones survived. No one...
All of the bonded felt despair. It could now easily happen that they will be attacked. But they also felt surprised. Humans attack dragons? For what reason? It was unlikely for humans to risk their lives for an unworthy aim, like to attack a dragon that poses no threat.
“Are you sure that they weren't from Navaros's army? “ Morghus asked.
“I doesn't matter. “ the blue dragon replied “ humans are humans.
“There were dragons who served Navaros willingly “ Farg said with reminding the stories which Rynn and Arokh told them “ If 'dragons are dragons' then all of you are evil and serve Navaros too.
Arokh cursed Farg silently. He did not really wanted to imagine what will happen if they anger these hatred dragons more... The gold dragon looked at Farg. The blue one was furious.
“You will not speak to me like that insect!! “ and she jumped at Farg, but the gold one ordered her to stop. She stood still hatred but confused.
“Wise answer, human. Who are you?”
“I'm Farg, leader of a rebel mage clan who did not follow their master to join Navaros.
"How diplomatical!" Rynn thought.
The gold dragon looked at him for a minute or more, measuring him. Then he said “ Then how would you explain this bloodshed?”
“Even we had suffered such bloodshed by our own kind “ Farg said on a low tone “ humans can behave really inhuman when time comes. “ he remembered his clan's inner wars. He wished he could have forgot it, but he couldn't.
“We were forced to leave our homeland by Navaros and our once friends who have joined the Dark Union. “ Farg went on “ We were forced to give up everything we hoped and believed in. But we won't give up so easily. We will strike back “ he raised his voice “ and we will strike down good! “ he looked at the gold dragon “ Even if you don't believe in us, even if you do. It doesn't matter. Really doesn't matter... “ he slowly shook his head.
The dragon gave a little smile “ I guess we can help each other then. Come on... if we want to fight together then we have to know each other. For me... I'm Tarad, leader of the 'Children of the Sun'. You're welcomed... humans.”

Darion was drinking the fresh water. He stared at the river... he felt calm and felt that he would like to sit here and watch forever. All his memories seemed to be dream... not happened. A dream. Nothing more. Illusions... "I would like to dream some more peaceful." he thought. A draconic voice brought him back to this world.
“I'm really tired... “ it was Khai-Shi “ too tired to fly more. I guess I'll take a nap. Would you keep yourself awoke?
Darion felt unpleased. But he knew that the dragon was nearly killed only a day before... and since the wings he needed wasn't his, he did not really had choice.
“Khrm... well, let it be. Then we will continue tomorrow morning. But I wouldn't mind if “
He looked at the gold dragon, which was already sleeping. "Damn." he thought and draw his sword into his hand. "Well, if I play the guard then I better be armed" he thought and looked back to the river. But now he did not see any illusions in it. He looked around. "No one. Great!" he thought and cast a spell on the sleeping dragon, which has disappeared. "The spell of Illusion. How great indeed... Nobody would notice her" he thought and added "unless she starts to snore.". Then, with smiling on this thought, he silently and quickly left. He had only a few hours, and hoped it will be enough.

It was sunset. Rynn was talking to the dragons there. She noticed that the blue dragon, which spoke to them earlier and was called 'Carea' was the most hatred. She heard the this dragon has lost it's son in the bloodshed... She felt sorry for her. But she also noticed that the other dragons did not really wanted another war with the humanity. She heard what happened at Mount Tibor, where this clan has lost its original leader. After this, the remaining will to fight has gone. They were not scared, but did not wanted to ruin the last remains of the Order's great achievements. He walked back to Arokh who was talking to Farg and to Morghus. Shadow, Hidon and Xerath left to somewhere. When she sat down, she heard Arokh.
“So “ Arokh asked “ what do you think?”
“My opinion is that they were cruelly tricked by the Valtarans.”
Morghus nodded.
“Conspiracy... an old trick. Do something to make two of your enemies battle against each other and than take them down.”
“Ahem.”
It was Tarad. He looked at Farg and said “ I would like to speak with you.”
Farg stood up silently and left with the gold dragon.
“I wonder what will be the topic... “ Morghus said on wondering tone. Those two left.
“I am really impressed by your behaviour, human. “ the gold dragon said. Farg was quite surprised... he thought they will talk about the war, making plans for attacks. He did not thought they will talk about him. The dragon went on “ Today you have acted bravely and wisely... the two abilities what a real fighter needs.
Farg noticed that the dragon wanted to say something bigger. Something... else. He wandered what.
“I always thought that humans has so little will, confidence and strength as their tiny size.
“An enemy should be never be underestimated “ Farg reminded his training. He was originally trained to be squad leader, only after their wars he became a fighter-mage. He went on, trying to tell everything he learned “ Be always ready for the worst. Then you will only have good surprises. “ He was shocked. He did not remember anything more. "It comes with age..." he said and remembered himself that he wasn't so old. "Then it comes with magic... or I have a good ability to forget" and he smiled slightly. The dragon nodded.
“Wise words again. You are...”
“I am a mage given a little knowledge. “ Farg said “ Nothing more. A fighter possessing magical powers.
"He can describe his power well... he does not estimates himself for too much". Although he did not know about it, Farg amazed the Tarad more and more. The dragon did not think that such humans exist. The defeat at  Mount Tibor and now Farg showed him another side of another race. The new knowledge almost astonished him. Then he thought about their past... Khai-Shi told them enough stories. Then he had an interesting thought...
“What's wrong? “Farg asked. The dragon was looking to concentrate on something really hard. He decided to leave the noble beast alone with its thoughts, avoiding to disturb him. He would not really like to be the meal if something goes wrong. When dragon noticed that the human was just about to leave he first thought it was because of impatience, so he asked “ Do not leave yet. Stay here for a while.
Farg did not have any idea to stay, but he would really not argue with the leader of this clan. He would not liked to be killed... he thought the disobedience would anger the dragon. So he stayed, wandering what will come next. He tried to be optimist... maybe the dragon only wishes to learn more about him. He truly hoped that this is not a trap. The dragon took a deep breath and let it out. "Hmmm... what has he got in his mind?" Farg asked of himself. He got the answer a moment later.
"I know that I disobey everything what the elders wanted to teach to us... but this human is special... even through he is not a dragon, I admire him. A so weak creature with a confidence what a dragon should has... and he has enough wisdom and courage to not join the darkness. I'm sorry Khai-Shi... I'm really sorry. Terribly. But I now disobey you and your teaches." Tarad thought and asked Farg
“Would you like to.... “ he stopped for a moment. He now decided to, 'yes, let's go'. He continued “ ...to bond?
Farg has only heard this expression once. It was a spell used by Horadz and Darion, since only archwizards knew it. It could bind any living creature to an object, not leaving it to leave until the caster permitted it. He was astonished. He would have never imagined such a punishment... and also did not know that dragons are such powerful spellcasters. He did not know that the dragon was talking about a totally different bonding. He started to fear... he heard that a person can be bonded to an object forever. He did not fear death. But he did fear everlasting punishments.
“Eeeehhmmm... is there... no other...way? “ he asked an a faint voice. Although he tried hard, he could hardly manage to keep his voice calm. The words hardly came out of his mouth. The dragon astonished, keeping staring at him. He thought that his question humiliated the dragon. Tarad was shocked. "Would he know another way of bonding? That can't be....". Both of them could not speak a word. Farg broke the silence. He saw that the dragon was looking strangely at him. "I do not have a choice. I accept his terms... perhaps somebody will free me..." and he said “ Okay... let it be. If you wish to bond than “ he stopped and then continued “ let it be.
Tarad was excited. Although dragons told them to not do such things, he has heard enough about this bonding... connecting souls and sharing power. He wanted to test this feeling. But he needed something to do this...
“Krhm... I almost forgot. To do this, I will need a soul crystals... and for that, we have to find the Dragonstone.
Farg was near to faint. "Soul crystals, dragonstones... so many so powerful artefacts. This must have been a powerful spell indeed..." and he started to have another, more annoying thought. "What if... this is... something totally different?? What did I accept?!". He did not know what was he speaking about, so he tried to not show confused.
“Erm... that's right... but... I do think we will have that stone soon.
"Ahhh... how optimist." Tarad thought. He was sure he has chosen the best he could.
“Yes... I hope so. Farewell... we should start searching now. “ and the gold dragon took off.
"Indeed we will.... but what are these? I better ask Rynn..." Farg thought.

“WHAT? Tarad offered you to bond with him?? I hope you did not reject him.”
Rynn was surprised. She thought that a dragon living away from humans for all his life would not like to bond that quickly. Farg seemed to be not happy although... rather sad and really confused.
“I did not...  but... what is this 'bonding'? I hope it not hurts... or not too much. And I nor hope that it is not the spell I know and  lasting forever...”
Morghus laughed harshly and loudly. Rynn looked at him... only they were there. Everyone else, even Arokh has left on an 'important task'. She wandered what it could be...
“Shut it up, Morghus. This wizard knows nothing about bonding. Only I have told him about the Order so long.
“Sorry Rynn... but... ehe... it's a bit comedic to see that Tarad has chosen someone who knows nothing about bonding. “How did he thought to do it then?”
Farg smiled.
“I acted if I had known all about it... repeating his words in a different order, you know.
Morghus grinned again, trying to keep his laughter inside.
“You're as good as an actor as a mage... hehe. I wonder what Tarad thinks now... do you know what is he searching now so intensely?”
Farg tried to remember their conversation's every word. He got it.
“He mentioned... some kind of Dragonstone what he needs to bond... or kind of that.
Morghus made a toothy grin.
“The Dragonstone?? No one has found it for centuries, and now he will find it? Well, Tarad is really confident to bond with you then.”
“But what is this bonding?! You dragons drive me crazy always mentioning me things I have never even heard of!! “ Farg shouted. He indeed was angry... the next step of confusion.
“It is a special link between two beings. “ Rynn explained “ Between a dragon and a human. The dragon creates a soul crystal, which contains its soul. Than the human and the dragon bonds with a pedestal and with the crystal. Their soul becomes one, and so, they will be one being with two bodies. This causes them to share feelings and much more... such as wounds. If one dies, the other has to stand the consequences... for humans, becoming a soul shadow, for dragons, becoming stoned and await to be awakened.
“Your explanation has lots of gaps, Rynn “ Morghus remarked.
“I only know what Arokh was willing to tell me. And it was still better than yours “ Rynn smiled at the dragon.
"And this has I accepted! To merge my soul with a dragon's. I should have thought about it. Hhhhh... it's too late to change things now." Farg thought and asked another question
“And what is this Dragonstone? What is it good for?
Morghus seemed to be not content to answer, so Rynn did it again.
“A special artefact with unknown origin, and unknown whereabouts. It used to create a dragon’s soul crystal. Only then can the dragon bond.”
“Gaps, gaps and gaps... “ Morghus smiled again. Rynn would liked to switch him off for only a minute. His sarcastic remarks were almost as bad as Arokh's.
“And this what Tarad is searching for. “ Farg wandered aloud.
“He will not find it. And neither will anyone do. “ a voice said. It was Tokien.
“I already told them, Shadow “ the black dragon said.
“It can happen that they find it “ Rynn said. She was eager to have one more bonded on her side.
“Nope, they won't. I'm sure.”
“And why are you so sure? “ Rynn asked.
“Because I found it many, many years ago “ Tol Tokien said and brought a purple-glowing crystal from his backpack while smiling and adding “ I thought it needs strong hands to guard...”

If there are situations when a dragon would surely kill it's bonded even for the price of becoming a statue for a thousand years or more, this was one. Morghus was furious.
“You... you... you... “ he did not have proper words to describe his thoughts “ you... little lying bastard... you little scum... you had it for years!!? And why didn't you tell me then!!!?”
Tokien smiled. “ Hold back a bit, Morghus. If you hurt me, you'll hurt yourself.”
“It will not make it worse “ the dragon replied almost shouting with the top of his voice.
“I thought I will only show it when someone will need it. I did not really fancy the thought to get killed only because I possess a so powerful artefact.”
"This is a thoughtful reason" “ Morghus thought and calmed down a bit.
“Where did you find it? and when. “ he asked from his bonded. There were times when regretted bonding with Tol Tokien... he liked to play his little games, even at a horrible cost.
“At the dragon temple. It was buried beneath the centre of the sign of the Order of the Flame. It wasn't so hard thing to guess, was it? But who would have guessed that the Order would bury one its most powerful warrior's corpse and most powerful artefact under its most sacred temple? And who would tore a sacred place up? “ he asked and added “ except me, of course.
Farg was thinking of his bond for all the time. He now knew that he will be more powerful, but he feared of the new... of the unknown.
“Do the bonded live forever? “ he asked.
Morghus answered.
“Well, actually not. Only for the lifetime of the bonded dragon... which is around 500 years. 100 plus minus. Or more in special situations.”
“And how can it be that you're still here being almost as young as Arokh? He said he slept for centuries...
Rynn looked at Morghus and at Tokien. They did not looked old, she now noticed. Rather, they looked young. Morghus murmured something. Tokien smiled and started explaining.
“There are times when we have to choose. An exiled demon asked us once... he wanted a few souls... dragons' souls.
Rynn was surprised to hear that. She did not know that a dragon soul is so valuable, since it has no use - except for the dragon, of course. Or for Navaros.
“And? Was he strong to beat?”
“I had to give him my soul “ Morghus said slowly and on a dark voice “ since he granted us eternal life for this. If you ask me, I'm not sure if I was right, but... “ he looked at Tokien “ ... he is still sure that he made the right choice.
“You traded your dragon's soul?? “ Rynn asked from Tokien.
“Actually, I did. To gain eternity, it's not a so bad price. And he can still live with mine.
Rynn remembered Arokh's agony when his soul was taken away by Navaros. She did not agree with Tokien. She valued her bonded more than this. Suddenly they heard wing beats. Tarad, Arokh, Xerath and Hidon arrived back with the other dragons.
“Sorry for being out late Rynn, but we were se “ - Arokh stopped almost immediately when he saw the purple glow in Tokien's hands.
“For this. “ Tokien said with a smile and said “ I know what you want it for... here take it. “ And passed it to Rynn.
“I guess that there a few things that our dear team-mate will tell us now “ Dorenne said.
“Indeed he there are “ Xerath said.
Tokien started to tell them his story again.

Tarad did not thought that making a soul crystal would hurt that much. But he was ready to suffer anything for his aim. He was confident that he is doing the best he can. At dawn, he and Farg were watching the sun rising as bonded. Farg kept looking at his hands as if it weren't his. He would he liked to be close to a dragon... "but not this close" he added. He liked this, although. "The rebels will be surprised to see me bonded" and would have like to see their envy face now.
“Indeed a special feeling “ Tarad said.
“Indeed.”

“How about this? “ Arokh asked “ We will have an army of bonded soon if they continue appearing like this. “ he was thinking they have met 4 other bonded in the last two days.
Watching at the other dragons here, Rynn was sure that Arokh's joke can became reality... the dragons seeing their leader bond also wished the same. Or... most of them.
"Fool. You do not know how big mistake you have made...." Carea thought.

Darion arrived back to Khai-Shi before the dragon would awoke. He cast his spell.  He was just taking care of his little dragon. "Should I tell her?" he thought "No. Let this be my own secret...". Darion also enjoyed playing silly games with life. He enjoyed to hide and protect a defenceless being. It was a challenge even to him. Suddenly Khai-Shi awoke. She yawned and stood up. She looked around, then noticed Darion.
“I guess you want to go immediately. I would prefer to have something to eat.
“I not. Let's go. “ he replied. He was running out of patience.
The dragon murmured something like "damn you" but lowered its wing, so Darion could climb up to her. She took off into the air and started to fly at high speed. Not knowing why, but Darion was sure that he was running into his doom. "The same feeling I had when encountering Arokh". He remembered nearly dying there. When those talons hit him... it was close. He thought he would die there. Now he felt this again. He touched the blade, which helped him so many times. "Help me... once more..." he thought, but the blade did not reply.

“Talking about betrayals, Darion was also one. “ Arokh said flatly.
The little team of bonded was talking about treacheries.
“Are you sure? “ Farg asked him.
“Totally. He left to mediate almost a week ago or more, and he did not return... but the one who Carea has seen must have been him. He left and then led the party, which raided the nest.
“But... why did he help us then? “ Rynn asked.
“Maybe Navaros had other plans. Remember, Navaros managed to acquire my soul crystal... “ Arokh's voice suddenly fainted. He remembered what he felt when he lost his soul... it was horrible. “ it can happen that before freeing me, he first gave it “
“To Navaros. “ Tarad said “ What a worm.
Farg could hardly believe this. But he could also hardly believe that the Valtarans joined the Union so easily.
“Intruders!! “ a draconic voice shouted from above. They looked up  ready to fight. A gold dragon was above.

She was forced to land. Than they recognised they’re lost leader...
“Khai-Shi? “ Tarad asked unbelievably “ But how?? We've seen you die...”
“It was close. But I survived.”
Then Tarad noticed Darion on Khai-Shi's back. He recognised that he was 'the worm'. And so did everyone else think about him...
“Are you bonded to that human? I guess you do not know who he is. “ Tarad said.
“I know him well, Tarad. Better then you. “ Khai-Shi replied.
“She is right... if not, why would I came here? “ Darion asked.
“To lead them. “ a cold voice said. Darion first looked there. "It's her!! From the nest!" he thought "Hey... who did I lead here?". He looked. A real horde of blade dragons and dracoliches were arriving, obviously following Khai-Shi. "AAARRGGHHH... no... not again..." Darion realised he was fooled again like in the nest. He was incautious again and paid a high price.
“You... both of you... “ Tarad said on a hatred voice.
“I did not know they were following me, Tarad... believe me. “ Khai-Shi said.
“You are lying or being possessed “ Carea said “ but it doesn't matter. You won't harm us... NO MORE!! “ with ending the sentence, they were attacked from various directions. Darion cast a simple jump-spell end catapulted from the dragon. When he look back, the fight was almost over... Khai-Shi was not opponent for an unsuspected attack from so many opponents. Now the furious dragons were running towards him... when the blade dragons decided to strike.

15.  To live and let live

The blade dragons saved Darion almost accidentally. They thought that he was bonded to the gold dragon he rode, so he died now. "This will make myself harder to clear..."  he thought "I'm talking as if I could do It.". Then he noticed that the dragons forgot about him. Every of them left to battle with the blade dragon-dracolich army. "Dragon versus dragon... I better keep moving.". He wanted to leave immediately, then had another thought. He went to the bleeding body of Khai-Shi. "If she made it once she could have made it twice..." he thought.

Navaros was feeling awful. He was screaming for minutes of the pain. He decided not to give up easily, but he knew it was coming to an end. "What has defeated me?" he asked of himself. He had no answer. But when looked down to his hand, he would have liked it to tear it down. "This can't be mine..." he thought with shock. The nails were long, almost becoming talons and it was slightly scaled. Suddenly he heard the voice again. It was now much clearer, so he could notice that it wasn't a human one... rather... draconic. "I will come soon... come for you. AAHHHAHHAHAHAHAHAhhaha...."
He did not know why, but he felt the same, although he did want it to happen.

"Incredible. She surely has an ability which makes her survive everything..." Darion thought. Although fainted, Khai-Shi was still alive. "But what now? How can I get her out of here?" he thought. Suddenly he got an answer. "When you're friend is hurt badly, touch his head. Try to use you mind-reading spell in a different way. You will notice your thoughts going into his mind. You should cast teleport in these situations, because when you enchant it, your wounded mate will do the same. Of course, he will still need his power to this" Darion reminded one of his lessons with Horadz "and one more thing. Be sure that your friend is really unconscious. If not, he can go mad because of another being's presence in his mind...". He looked at the gold dragon. It did not move, he could only feel her heart pounding. He took an amulet from his pocket. He had many of it... he has seen many of his once-friends die... mainly because of his sword. He felt no sorry for them, although. He put the ankh into Khai-Shi’s hand and then touched her head between the two closed eyes. He started to enchant the two spells. He was almost finished now. Suddenly the two eyes opened, looking terrified. Darion suddenly realised that the dragon wasn't as deeply unconscious as he thought... but there was no way back. He kept on casting the spell. Suddenly he heard a scream of agony near him... he knew what was the source. Then he saw the air pulsating around them, and then they've gone to a place far away...

Carea heard the scream. It was Khai-Shi’s voice... she looked down. Khai-Shi did not move, just kept screaming in agony, while she was beginning to be surrounded by a blue aura. That human was keeping his hand on her head. Whatever he was doing, it pained her a lot. "Doesn't matter to me. Die, you two! Die, traitor of dragons!" Carea thought and dived to attack. Just when she tried to launch a beam of flame at them, both of them disappeared with a flash. Carea only surprised for a moment. She has gone back to the fight going on above her.

Darion stood up. He was at Mount Tibor. He looked around... the place was deserted. No one was here, just they. He looked down at Khai-Shi... the dragon did not move. It just kept its eyes open tight with the paralysis of terror. Darion knew what happened... she fainted, but regained consciousness while has was casting the spell. He has done exactly what he mustn't do. He felt sorry... but did not regret what he has done. "She should have died anyway... I just gave her a chance. A small chance although..." he thought. Khai-Shi opened her mouth as trying to speak, but she could not say anything understandable. She was just hissing. Darion had an idea... "I must bring her back to life or kill her." He touched the scales again, then enchanted himself again with the ability to see another being's thoughts and let his mind to communicate without noise.

He found himself on a field, but he could not see its end. He felt the slight wind in his hair... it whispered him something but he could not understand it.
“What have you done? ...and... why have you done it? “ he heard Khai-Shi’s voice. He turned back hastily. The dragon was standing a few steps away from him.
“I tried to save you... I did not thought I would do such a mistake.”
“Thinking will not help me now...”
Darion felt sorry for her.
The dragon smiled.
“Maybe you are different then you look. Maybe... you care for me. “ she said.
“How did you do this? How did you know what did I thought? “ Darion asked surprised.
“Both of us can feel each other's feelings now. Just try... but do not expect much beauty. I'm now broken... I could not bear such pain what you have caused to me.”
Darion had a good thought.
“How could you bear it if even I couldn't?”
“We could share that feeling. Two of us are stronger then you alone.
The dragon gave him a disbelieving look, smiled and said:
“I do know your real thoughts. Leave me here... to die in peace.”
Darion did wanted to hear her any longer. He was confident in his abilities, and even believed that he could take what a dragon can't. He murmured something... he felt pain all over his body, especially in his head... It was likely that it will blow up within in a moment. He gained all his endurance, trying to put out the feeling. He heard a scream... it was his voice. He did not recognise it... it can't be him. It can't be... The world suddenly went black.

“AAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrhhhhhh......”
The sound weakened constantly then finally fainted enough to not be heard. Khai-Shi opened her eyes... She was in the fortress, which she has attacked lately. She could not imagine she would see this world again. She heard the scream's voice again.
“No.. no..no..NO! YOU ARE MY OWN... LEAVE..NOOOOW!”
She looked at him... it was Darion, still screaming and shouting in agony. "The fool... I warned him..." she thought. But she knew she would now miss him deeply. He was the first human she knew that would risk his life for her “ of his own will. This pleased her and touched her deeply. "Survive...please." she thought while looking at the unconscious body. He suddenly opened at his eyes. He was whispering only. She guessed he had no power to speak louder.
“It is... done. I have... finished... it.  It..is..no...more. But... I'm weak.... too...weak... hhh... I...wish...to...rest.
And he closed his eyes. Khai-Shi watched carefully. She could see Darion's chest moving up and down as the human was breathing. "He is alive... I wonder if he would like to get closer to me... I wish to learn about him." she thought, and looked around. She felt safe.

The battle was over. They have destroyed all their enemies with minimal losses. Arokh looked around. Although many of the dragons were hit badly, they were alive, and the victory gave them the confidence what they needed.
“My kins, I have to tell you two things. “ Tarad started “ as many of you have seen already, I am now bonded to this human. “ and he looked at Farg, then looked back to his dragons “ The another thing is our great leader, Khan-Shi is now fighting against us... if she is alive. "It's not likely" he added in his mind. He felt sorry for her, although. She only joined them a year ago, but she was so skilful that became their leader fast. “ It now seems that we are being hunted by Navaros's army. Any idea where should we go?
“Perhaps you should join my rebel forces. “ Farg said on a low voice. Tarad heard it.”
“Hmmm... sensible thought “ the dragon said “ Then let's go. We have no time to loose.”
All the dragons there were really excited to see real human mages. Only one of them disagreed. It was Carea. She was sure that they will led into a trap. But she agreed to follow Tarad... for a while.

Khai-Shi was looking at the twin moons.  Darion was still asleep, still screaming and shouting. "He is still having nightmares... a feel sorry for him, even if he had done this, and even if to me first." she thought. She was attacked by her own kind, she was said to be a traitor. Then a human saved her... she has prejudged the things she knew. Although she was not so sure, she would have now believed in Darion more than in a dragon. She was doubting in her own kind... but she wished not to fight with them. "I would not dare to hurt them... but if they want it so seriously, then I'm in the game."

Navaros was dreaming. But the dream was not peaceful. He was dreaming about the things what he feared of. He heard the voice again. "I'm back... and my return shall be the last day of you... worm."
He could not speak. "I will now take over you... and I shall rule the whole world.". He could see a black shadow coming out from the darkness...

16. Kaeros's revenge

Darion woke up. Khai-Shi was nowhere. He tried to move, but he was weak and his legs collapsed under his own weight. "Auhh... my inside's on fire." he thought and tried to relax. Although he has corrected the mistake he has done, he understood the dragon's leaving. He only wished he could have something to eat and to drink. He tried to walk again. It was hard, but he made it. He was heading to the deserted and half-ruined palace. He nearly made it, when he noticed a large shadow coming towards him. Since he knew no dragons to be friendly, he decided to attack. He gained all his power, then jumped with the jump-spell. But he was too weak. He crashed into the ground, hurting his leg. He tried to crouch then. He looked at the dragon. It was Khai-Shi... her neck was covered with blood and she was carrying something in her mouth. She placed on the ground... it was a sheep.
“Phhh... so you woke up. I thought you will want something to eat “ here stopped when she saw the question in Darion's eyes, and replied with smiling “ not my blood. Did you ever try to carry a dead animal in your mouth for minutes?”
Darion smiled...so he wasn't alone. He had more questions although...
“Why did you come back? I thought I will have to make out of here alone.”
Khai-Shi answered without thinking “ After all that you have done to me, I do not wish to leave you.”
“What have I done to you? Shooting you down with a crossbow.”
“You spared my life then... and you saved me again yesterday night.”
“I did a huge mistake. I only corrected my fault when I entered your mind.”
“It makes no matter to me. You risked your life to save mine... I'm pleased. Hungry?”
Darion was hungry. He had nothing to eat for a day now. He looked at the bloody sheep... his appetite gone as if he was never been hungry before.
“Ahhmm... thanks, not now. Maybe next time... when less things will happen to me in such a short time.
“You know it... “ Khai-Shi said and ate the sheep with two big bites. Darion felt disgust... he would have never eaten raw meat. But he was not a dragon although. Khai-Shi seemed to be pleased with her breakfast. Then she asked “ Don't we leave this place? I do not really enjoy sitting here. Reminding me...
“Let's go “ Darion said and took his place on the dragon’s neck.

They landed on a small island in a river. Darion sat down beneath a tree while Khai-Shi was trying to wash the dry blood down from her scales. Darion could hardly hold back his laughter... it was funny what the dragon acted. When Khai-Shi came back, she saw the deep smile on the man's face.
“What's so funny? “ she asked but she knew the answer.
“Although we are only one and a half or two meters tall and do not have wings, some things are more easy to us “ Darion said with a little laugh. Khai-Shi ignored him. She lied down to the ground to dry.
Darion started to think... he wandered what this dragon wanted from him... Khai-Shi was too... "...friendly? Why has changed so much?" he asked of himself " Why is she doing this?" The dragon turned to her another side, then looked at him.
“Do you know anything about the Order of the Flame? I mean, the real one. Not your “ she paused to try to find the proper word “ unholy one?”
“My Order is as good as the original was. It will make peace between nations... and it will make everyone closer to each other. Not how Heron did it... between only two races. It was a stupid thing to do.
“I think I disagree you. How can you rely on wartoks or in succubis?”
“How can you rely on humans? “ Darion asked “ I do it in the same way. Those wartoks and succubis are as confident and do believe in this Order as I do. Perhaps you are only envy because no dragons are involved.
Khai-Shi did not seemed to be humiliated. “ No, I'm not. But I wish to be the first one.”
Darion was shocked. He did not thought about this. “ Well... you can join if you want. But think it over carefully. It is a””
“Decision for a lifetime, isn't it? “ Khai-Shi said “ Well, I thought about it far enough now. I do not want to be trapped in war between the two sides.
“Two sides?”
“Perhaps three. You, Navaros and the dragons... “ she took a deep breath “ if I can not be a dragon... then... I wish to be....”
“A member of the Order. “ Darion said. But the dragon shook her head.
“No... not that first. Bonded... to you?”

Darion astonished.
“To... me? But... why? how?”
“To you, because have already risked your life for me. I have to tell you that many dragons disbelieved in bonding because they have seen how humans changed when been given much power. Many of them became evil... and so did they dragons. We have no real chance... you should know this.
Darion did. He learned much from Arokh... when he was Grimstone-affected.
“I think that you are strong and confident enough to not trait me. “ Khai-Shi said and smiled “ So? Do you agree?”
Darion was not sure... he knew this would grant him power. But he also knew it would mean some obligation too.
“And how do you think to do it? You have no soul crystal and we also do not possess the Dragonstone.”
Khai-Shi smiled.
“I do have my own soul crystal... in a safe place.”
Darion was shocked again.
“But... you are not an elder dragon...or...are you?”
He remembered Arokh mentioning him the dragons ability to sleep without growing older... but he did not really believe in that.
“I am not a so old dragon... “she said “ but I was born when the Order was ruling this land. When all dragons left... it was when Heron died... I did not leave...but I started to sleep. I slept for a long time... now I awoke. Anyway... do I look old? How old do you think I am?”
Darion looked at the gold dragon. He only knew that dragons live for about 500 years, and grow fast till 20. But nothing else...
“Maybe around 100 or 20 plus “ he gave a tip.
“Krhhmm... “ Khai-Shi was a bit surprised to hear that “ would I look so old?”
“Why? “ Darion asked “ are you younger?”
“A bit. I'm around 50.”
Darion was surprised by the answer. “ You are almost a child, then.”
Khai-Shi shook her head “ I'm not a child. It's different for us than for humans.”
“Even if it is different, 50 years is not too much for a dragon. Ar “ he stopped. He realised that mentioning Arokh would have serious consequences... “Arhhmm... I've heard that a dragon can be referred as an adult from 80.
“Maybe. But I'm not a child. So? Would you bond?”
Darion gave her a strange look. He now realised the opportunity... Khai-Shi was really young then. "And if what she said is true, then she is an elder dragon" he thought. He took a deep breath and placed his fears out of his mind. “ Alright... I will. Tell me what to do.

They were flying at high altitude. Rynn looked back to see the other dragons following them... then she looked at the other bonded. She noticed that all of them were looking as young as her... She remembered Morghus. "Selling their dragon's soul for eternity... I would not do the same." Then she looked down to Arokh. "And nor could I do it now" she thought. Suddenly Arokh started to dive.
When breaking through the clouds, she could see the rebel’s camp beneath. The mages were taken by surprise. Using their advance, Tarad went first. He got close to the camp, and Farg shouted “ Do not fire! It's me! Do not fire!
The mages seemed to be confused... but they left all the dragons land.
“What happened? We thought you were killed “ one of them explained to Farg.
“I did not die... but I'm now bonded to Tarad “ and he placed his hand on his dragon.
“You did... what? “ the mage seemed to not know what he heard. But others did... Farg counted that they will be ambushed. He feared when a mage ran towards them... the young mage looked first at him, than at the dragon. Then he said “Wow! If there's one left on store, then I'll be the first volunteer. Agreed, boss?”
Farg did not expect this... "They do not know anything about the nature of bonding... I must enlighten them”
“Try convincing one of my kind, human mage “ Tarad said slowly “ if one them is willing to bond... then let it be.”
Farg murmured a "damn" in his mouth. He did not like when anyone did a thing what he did not know enough about. And his men did not know anything about bonding... besides that they will have a dragon then. But what came next was more frightening to him than his worst nightmare. A green dragon took a few steps forward and said “ I am Natui... and I will bond with you.”
"Damn again" he thought. Suddenly the whole camp left to find a dragon... he could hardly stay back from ordering them back... but when he looked up to Tarad, he did not understand why the dragon was smiling. He closed his eyes and said "yes, yes, yes" to all the question he was being asked.
"At least I do not know what do I agree in..." he thought.

Darion closed his eyes, trying to focus on himself. An unseen power raised him from the ground... he was levitating. Suddenly he felt his skin burn... he opened his eyes. He saw the pedestal and the soul crystal glowing, beneath them Khai-Shi was in the air. Then he felt pain... but this was different. It did not came from his body. It came  from his essence... he felt his soul leaving him... this reminded him the nightmares he dreamed last night. He started to panic. Suddenly it was over. He felt ground under his feet. He jumped back as fast as he could, drawing his sword in the air and searching for enemies. Khai-Shi looked at Darion. She looked around why her bonded draw his sword, but she has seen nothing. “ What's wrong with you? “ she asked. Darion closed his eyes... then he stove the sword.
“I..I...I was just seeing those nightmares again. I was in panic...it was enough to live it once.
Khai-Shi smiled. She knew what Darion was speaking about.
“It's time to go back to your Order again. They must be getting worried now. “ she said.
“No. First we will visit someone else nearby.”
“Oh. A friend I assume. Who is he? “ Khai-Shi asked.
“A dragon...who is a bit younger than you. I have a few questions what I simply can't answer... maybe you can. Do not ask me now. Just go... you will have your questions answered there.
Khai-Shi was full of questions. "Another dragon? Who? Question what I will answer? What is this?" she asked of herself but flew silently, leaving herself to be guided by Darion.

Farg kept saying "damn and damn and damn". He hated when he lost control over the events. He looked around. All his men bonded now... or they were just talking to their dragon. He did not wanted to loose grip on them, but it was done now.
“Ha! I did not believe to see the Order of Flame reborn before my eyes. “ Tarad remarked.
Farg thought about this... "perhaps he is right. Perhaps... this was the best way."
He wished he had known the answer already.

Khai-Shi landed near a cave. She looked around.
“Are you sure? I can see nothing. “ she said.
“I am. There's the cave... “ Darion replied.
Khai-Shi looked at the cave. "It is too small even for Me." she thought and said “ I won't fit into it.”
“Then give down a little weight while I'll come back. “ Darion smiled and went into the dark entrance. "To do what?" she thought "I don't feel myself too fat... in case he doesn't mean to cut down a few parts of me" she thought with sarcasm. Suddenly she heard a draconic voice... but was a very high tone... Perhaps it was a young one. Darion appeared in the entrance of the cave, carrying a little blue dragon in his hands. Khai-Shi was astonished.
“Wha...what's that? “ she asked.
“A dragon. I was taking care of him, but I do not really know if I am making it properly. But now with having a female dragon on my side, I can freely ask someone.
“You mean... raising him up? You thought to raise him... alone?”
Khai-Shi seemed to be really surprised. Darion nodded.
“You see... when I was in the volcano at the blue dragon, I wanted to see why didn't she fled. I found the answer... him. “ and he looked at the little dragon which started to nap in his hands “ I knew that leaving him there would the same as to kill him... so I decided to raise him up. I did not had many choices... but I still think that we should hide him from the world. The best protection is anonymity.
Khai-Shi was astonished. She thought that Darion would care about such poor little beings. But this was much beyond her fantasy... "I am starting to like more and more" she admitted. Then she had a really annoying thought...
“This...this is Carea's son, isn't he? “ she asked.
“If that dragon is called Carea, then... yes.”
“Than... all our avenge on you and on yours... all we had done giving up our freedom and hiding... was useless... Carea is living in a false sight!”
“Indeed she is. But I will not endanger this dragon just to please Carea. I will not show him to anyone until he becomes strong enough to defend himself... that will only take 20 years. Carea will have to be patient.”
“She is his real mother! You cannot play with lives like this! “ Khai-Shi said. She knew that this dragon was the reason for calling her "traitor". She did not want to live, and maybe to die with this name.
“Maybe... but only by blood. I am taking care of this little dragon for more than a week now... I would really miss him.
Khai-Shi now realised what was happening. Darion liked to play his own games... he liked to play the cold-hearted. "But he has a different own... what is he hiding?"
“What are you trying to cover from me? “ she asked “ We are bonded... you can tell me. We are one now...”
Darion did not stopped looking at the little dragon sleeping in his hands.
“I will only tell you when... it will allow me to do it. Believe me... this is a more important thing than what you have ever thought. I... “ he paused here “ I have started a big game, Khai-Shi... and I failed.  Do not want to know more if your spirit is important to you. You will learn it on one day. But until then... focus on him. He needs caring protection... from us at the moment.
Khai-Shi sighed.
“Let me see him.”
Darion woke the little being up, then put it to Khai-Shi’s head. The little dragon was quite scared, but he soon recognised that he was just seeing another dragon, he became confident and started to explore Khai-Shi. He was simply walking around her, trying to see her from as many directions as he could.
“Embarrassing, isn't he? Don't worry. I suffered the same “ Darion laughed. The little dragon went to Khai-Shi’s right wing, then started to take a nap again. The gold dragon opened the wing to make a shade for the little being. She had another thought.
“Have you thought about bringing him to your Order?”
Darion shook his head.
“No. I told only one of my lieutenants there - they are not lieutenants. They are leaders like me" he reminded himself  but took his oath to not tell anyone else of him. Believe in me, Khai-Shi. He needs more than protection... he needs peace. And he will get it if he does not know anything from our wars.”
The dragon nodded. Darion went on “ It is getting late now... take him. We will find him another place to hide. And then will we return to the volcano.”
“And what is his name? “ Khai-Shi asked. Darion did not know what to answer. He had not thought about it yet...
“Draco “ he said.
“Draco “ Khai-Shi replied flatly “ What a fantastically surprising name.
Darion smiled... he did not mentioned his bonded that 'Draco' was the name used for dragons in his original language spoken by the peasants living in his home world.

Navaros was feeling death close. He was gasping for air for all the time. Then he heard the voice again "it is time". He closed his eyes, trying to see his enemy.

It was dark. Only a faint light coming from nowhere lit a little circular area. Navaros stood in the middle. The black shadow was moving in the front of him again.
“Who are you? What are you?”
“You're biggest help, the source of your power. I am you. And I'm now your death.”
“What are you?”
The shadow came closer. Navaros could now recognise him... it was Kaeros!
“This can't be... “ Navaros shouted “ no! You are dead! Long dead!”
“So how can I be here? You have underestimated me well, Navaros.”
“I have seen both of body and soul being destroyed and annihilated! All what remains of you is your power! And that now belongs to me!!”
Navaros hoped that it is only a nightmare and he will wake up soon.
“AAHAHAhaaa.... “ the dragon laughed “ so this is what you know? You should know more... we were bonds, or have you forgotten? Our souls became one, Navaros! When you destroyed my soul and my body, I did survive! In your soul.”
Navaros felt broken and shattered.
“I was nothing more than a part of you. But now, things have changed... Recent exiles to the Rift world and coming back has caused your soul to weaken and allowed me to gain strength. Now I am strong enough... Strong enough to retake the thing you stole from me! I want my body and power back “ and I want it NOW!!”
Then Navaros opened his eyes.... he felt pain he never felt before... even when the Runeblade sliced his body through. He would have liked to scream, but however heard he was trying, he couldn't. All he heard was a loud laughter, and it wasn't even his voice...

The guarding Ebon Knights at Navaros's throne room heard their master screaming. They knew that Navaros will not last for long now... whatever kind of disease has their master got, it took him down with ease. Then they heard a draconic laughter. They opened the door and they were suddenly paralysed with fear. A black dragon with large claws and teeth was lying where their master was before. They remembered that creature... it was Kaeros. Not confident what to do, they bowed and said “ We are your loyal servants in the darkness, our  master.”
The dragon smiled.
“Very good... very good indeed. Now get moving. Tell everyone that Navaros has gone... forever. And I will take his place in the Dark Union. Anyone who disobeys me will face my rage and power.
“As you wish “ and both knights left. They could hear the laughing even  when left the empty hall...

17.  Fate of the Damned

Darion and Khai-Shi arrived back to the volcano at late night. The dragon could hardly manage to swim through the hidden door beneath the river. She could only do it with the help of the large rope, which Darion tied inside.
“Dragons are to fly not to swim.... I'm not a fish... “ she said to Darion “ Why didn't we flew in like we made it out last time?”
“My men would have surely hunted us down. “ Darion replied “ Come on... let's go.”
“Our leader's back!”
It was Dorh.

Only they were in the room. Khai-Shi, Darion, Dorh, Altarash and Leshiss.
Altarash started “ It's good to see you alive, Darion. We thought that you were killed. What took so long?”
“We were attacked and nearly slain by the other dragons “ Darion started.
“Even she was engaged? “ Leshiss asked.
“I could only survive with his help “ Khai-Shi said “ so I decided to help him as much as a dragon can.
“By what means? “ Altarash asked.
“By bonding.”
Altarash was looking strangely at Darion, and so did Dorh and Leshiss.
“Is this true? Are you bonded to her?”
“Indeed I am. “ Darion said “ Believe in me... even if I act strangely, I am your friend for now and forever.
“We did not say we antirust you because of this move “ Dorh replied “ but it is interesting to see you, who once placed only his revenge in the first place now bonded to a dragon. How did you  convince her?”
“I changed much, Dorh. I became another human. Stronger and bolder... I now learned my true origin. I now know the worth of life. “ Darion said. "These words... he changed a lot. He is becoming... to a real human mage-fighter. Defending life and trying to see everything clearly." Altarash thought "He was the right choice for our needs."
“What is this 'origin'? Where are you from? “ Leshiss asked.
“You have no concern in this. If you had, I would have already told you. “ Darion replied.
“Then let it be your secret “ Leshiss closed the topic “ we have more important things to discuss. It seems that something happened to Navaros lately.
“What serious could happen to him? “ Khai-Shi asked with disbelief.
“It seems that he died “ Leshiss continued “ we have captured a messenger who was sent to tell some leaders of the Dark Union that a new leader took Navaros's place and they must go there to swore their oaths to follow him. I guess you know what this means. Wars for the power, wars for the throne. The great army in ruins, fighting with itself... making the leader an easy prey for us. And when the head falls, the body will not remain for too long.
Darion nodded, but he was just understanding what he heard. He wanted to take Navaros's head... but it really did not matter to him. Navaros or anyone else, the same bad.
“We have now designed the plans for our attack. Will you lead us? “ Altarash asked him.
“Leading my men from a dragon would really improve their faith in you... they would think that nothing's impossible. “ Dorh added.
Darion looked at Khai-Shi and then said “ Alright. I will lead you. Lead you... to the final battle!!”

Two days later

Arokh was flying with high speed at low altitude. Rynn looked back. As usual, they were the leaders. Tarad, Xerath, Hidon and Morghus followed, then 4 other dragons and Carea. The blue dragon was still burning with hate, but now with seeing all her kins bonded, she did not say anything. She rather kept silent then to tell lies.
They were searching for a big wartok army moving this direction. They soon found it. It would have been an easy prey... they had no air defence. Arokh was just about to dive when a fireball flew only a centimetre far from his nose and he heard a draconic voice "STOP!"

Khai-Shi and Darion was the one who spotted them. All of Arokh's team stopped.
“Ahhh... the betrayal. How good it is to see you again. “ Tarad greeted Khai-Shi. She did not reply.
“Leave us in peace, Arokh. “ Darion started “ We do not wish to fight with you. Just let us leave in peace.”
“Why would we do it? “ Carea asked “ Why? After what you have done to us?”
“He has done nothing wrong, Carea. You are living in a world of lies. “ Khai-Shi said an a low voice.
“Hahh! In lies?? Prove it and I will believe you!”
“Search your prove in a cave not from here, Northwest. It is easy to find it. You will know how big mistake you have made. “ Darion said.
“We will see humans! But now” Carea was interrupted.
“We go there. “ Rynn said and dived Arokh to fly in that direction. When all of them left, Khai-Shi said “ Have you lost your mind? You led them directly to Draco!”
Darion replied on an unusually dark tone “ Listen carefully, Khai-Shi. This will be our last fight. We can't deal with even the remains of Navaros's army. All we can and I hope will archive is killing the leader... but then we will surely slain. I'm sorry for not warning you earlier... but I only realised this a few hours ago. And Draco still needs the help of a strong being.”
"If we'll be slain... you will learn much more then you want to, Khai-Shi...." he thought.
Khai-Shi’s heart sank. “ But if we die.... who will win the war?”
“Them. “ Darion said and pointed at the leaving shapes of Arokh's team “ the remains of Heron's Order. But... you can still live on, Khai-Shi. Return to the pedestal and break the bond.”
“No “ the dragon repeated on a harsh voice “ I wish to live and die with you.”
Darion smiled sadly.
“I do believe truly in you now, Khai-Shi. “ he sighed “ How lately...”
“Still better if you did not do it.”

The new Order's large army of humans, wartoks and succubis halted. Darion was standing on a high cliff. He shouted a few words and a huge rift opened to his home world again. The army started to march into it.
“You indeed possess great power if you can open a rifts like this “ Khai-Shi said.
“This is why I am an archwizard. And being bonded, I am stronger... much stronger.”
He jumped onto his dragon and they flew into the rift, the meet their doom.

Rynn was searching hopelessly in the dark cave at the light of the Runeblade. "I don't think that anything is here. Darion simply lied again..." . Suddenly she heard a draconic roar... but it was young, and sounded hopeless. She walked towards the noise. She astonished, whispering "this can't be..."

Arokh was getting impatient. Then they heard Rynn's steps... she was running. When she came out, everyone was paralysed. A blue dragon was in Rynn's hands, looking at them carefully. Suddenly they heard many wings clapping. Xerath arrived back with the other dragons. Only two of them were missing, sent to warn other clans and to gather them here.
Carea looked at the young dragon for a long time and then said “ What are you? Where you from?”
The young one only hissed, probably not knowing how to talk, then spoke only one word “ Draco.”
Carea went on. She had a strange feeling...
“Who brought you here? “ she asked.
“I do know “ Dorenne said.
“Darion...Darion. “ Draco said and jumped out of Rynn's hands. Led by only his instincts, he went straight forward to Carea and then said “ mother??”

Carea felt broken. And so did every of the other dragons and riders.
“So this is the story “ Arokh said “ we were fooled. This was the 'lie' what Darion spoke about. But... why? Why to make think as a bastard if he could be a hero?
“Because he has different aims “ Dorenne started speaking “ Darion is not what he seems to be. I can feel strange things happening... a huge rift opened where we met he and his army. They have gone back to Darion's home world... gone back to fight and to die. We have more importance in his plans than we have guessed. He wants to spare us... for something.
Rynn's heart sank. She just learned that she misjudged a noble warrior and his dragon well... the she learned that they will die soon. “ Is there nothing we can do? “ she asked.
“Gather everything we can and than help them. “ Dorenne said “ dragons are powerful and so the bonded mages. If we cannot win this war, then no one can.
Carea was still looking at the young dragon. “ Let's move then.... I have a huge mistake to correct. “ she said.  Then they heard something strange... the two dragons returned, followed by a swarm of other dragons. The clans returned.

The battle was raging outside. Kaeros was sure that they will win. "No one can defeat my army" he thought. Then suddenly the large wooden doors blew apart. A gold dragon was standing there with her rider. “ This is the end of you’re evil reign! “ he heard a voice from there. He smiled. He did not return to fail so early. He was confident. “ I don't think so.”

18.  Fire and steel, hope and reality

Darion concentrated all his power. Khai-Shi was pleased to feel this... she was almost pleased to feel her power rising. She knew that it was because of Darion's magical skill reflected by the bond on her, but she liked it. Kaeros attacked then. Although having huge sizes, he was moving agilely. The dragon acted like striking at her head. She quickly pulled he head back... then Kaeros bit tried to bit her neck. She was moving her neck, so the bite wasn't a mortal one... but she could feel her blood spreading through her scales. She was astonished to see such strength... she was no match for Kaeros. But Kaeros did not think about one thing. Darion screamed “ DIE! DIE NOW AND NEVER COME BACK!! “ and let out a massive ray of red energy at Kaeros. The black dragon was too surprised to move. The beam hit him, threw him at the wall then blasted out the 3-meter wide wall of the throne room. Khai-Shi was astonished to see such power. She looked at Darion. The whole human was surrounded by a red aura. “ It is no time to rest, my mate “ he said “ behind you!
She looked back to see an army of crimson knights approaching... suddenly a spear hit her leg. "It is starting... this is our fate... to die." she thought and let out a big breath of poisonous gases.

Dorh knew that they were loosing. There were too many enemies... Then he felt strange as if something was looking at him. He turned back to see a black dragon with glowing red eyes beneath him, rode by a man.
“Burn me, but I won't surrender “ he said. He knew it was over.
“I am Morghus.... wartok. “ the dragon said “ tell your human and wartok archers not to shoot at my kins. We came to aid you.”
Dorh was surprised... but smiled. He knew that this can change the end of the battle. He sent his servants to carry his message to all archer squads. When they came back, Morghus left and came back with a horde of dragons. They have started to fight almost when they appeared in the rift, shooting all kind of elements at their opponents at the Citadel.
“Where is Darion? “ a blue dragon asked him while more of them landed near them.
“In the Citadel “ Altarash replied “ in a deathly trap. They might be already dead.
The blue dragon gave him a dark look and said “ Then we'd better hurry up, Arokh.
A red dragon replied “ We will make it. Do not fear, Carea. We will make it.”

Khai-Shi felt herself weakening. She bleeding from many wounds, and so did Darion. No matter how many knights did they slain, they just kept appearing. Suddenly a spear hit Darion's right shoulder. He collapsed... She tried to help him, but her power left him as she felt Darion's pains. Suddenly a spear hit through her throat, and her mouth filled with warm blood. She collapsed while thinking "G..o..o..d..b...ye....." and she lost her consciousness.

Arokh blasted another shot of magma at the last knight. They were caught from aside, and they were dispatched with ease. He looked around. He could see nothing but corpses. “ Let's move forward “ Rynn ordered him and so he did. They looked into the throne room and they saw Darion and Khai-Shi’s weary body, both impaled by a thrown spear and bleeding badly...

They surrounded them. Dorenne jumped to the hit gold dragon and tried to use her healing powers.
The dragon woke and said in agony “ So... you've... come...to watch...me..die...how....pleasing....”
Morghus answered “ We are here to help you. Do not move... you will survive.”
Khai-Shi was shaking her head as much as she could and said “ Too...late...too...late....farewell... my... friends.... “ and she closed her eyes. Dorenne seemed to concentrate as much as she could, but then took a step back and said “ We arrived too late. They are dead now.”
Carea shook her head while looking at the dead body. “ Noo...this can't be.. not like this....no. “ she said. During this, Altarash, Dorh and Leshiss were looking at the dead body of Darion... their master.
“At least you have reached peace now... rest well my friend. We will never forget you and miss you deeply. “ Altrasah said, and the three leaders lowered their heads. Suddenly Kaeros gave a loud gasp. All of them went there.
“What should we do with him? “ Leshiss asked.
“Burn him slowly on a fire “ Dorh suggested.
“Or starve him to death “ Carea said. She felt deeply sorry to see the one who she misjudged die before her eyes... and she could do nothing to correct her mistake.
“So...I...did...return...to...die...again. “ Kaeros spoke slowly, gasping for air “ How...cruel..life...is.
“No more crueller than you are “ Tokien said “ tie him with a chain. We will decide his fate later “
They heard a large scream. They turned back. Nothing changed...suddenly the dead Khai-Shi opened her mouth and released another scream, but almost for minutes this time.
“You said that they died!! “ Carea said to Dorenne.
“They were dead, believe me. I have enough experience to decide if a heart's pounding or not.”
Then they saw a thing, which was more terrifying than their worst nightmares. The dead dragon stood up, still bleeding, and suddenly she was covered with a red aura, and all her wounds started to fade until none of them could be seen.
“Khai-Shi! “ Tarad shouted “ What happened? Are you all right?”
“I..I..I do not know.... “ the gold dragon replied. Everybody looked at Darion. He was levitating in the air, covered by red aura, surrounded by such power they have never seen.
“DARION!... “ it was Horadz who entered the room.
“Yes... that's Me. “ the floating man replied with an almost inhuman voice “ My origin, Khai-Shi. We are doomed... doomed to live forever, whatever happens. I can not be killed “ and because of the bond so can't be you either. You may think it is thriving... but it isn't. Life can become very boring after a while.
A sudden flash and earthquake frightened them “ expect Darion. He was still calm. Suddenly a red rift appeared and a demon came out of it.
“ZAKHTOS!! “ Kaeros screamed with fear.
“Indeed I am “ the demon said “ Lord of Hell, Ruler of Hate and Destruction. How does my devoted servant feels tonight?”
“Good. Very good. “ Darion answered “ I have accomplished the task I was sent for.”

19.  Days and nights, light and shadow

“I have him. “ Darion said.
“You are... in allege with him? “ Khai-Shi asked.
“Yes, he is. He is the best from hell, my first lieutenant, and champion of the shadow. “ the demon replied “ He has the ability of rebirth... to reawaken his dead body any time he wants. But know, you also have it, dragon.
Khai-Shi felt rage.
“Why did not you tell me?!”
“It did not matter and it neither does now, Khai-Shi. “ Darion said and turned to the demon “ Do you need the soul now? It will be a bit difficult, though...”
“I need the betrayal. Now. “ the demon ordered.
“As you wish. “ Darion said. He walked to Kaeros. The dragon did not even dare to move... Darion touched the black scales. He murmured something and Kaeros screamed almost insane... but it was over soon. The black dragon was lying on the ground, lacking even the power to stand. Darion held a soul crystal in his hand, and passed it to the demon.
“One betrayal in perfect condition “ he said.
“Give my soul back “ Kaeros begged “ I will do anything you ask... just give it back...please....
Darion smiled darkly. He turned to the demon and said nothing. They were using telepathy.
* Can I play a dirty trick?* Darion thought.
* As you wish. I was getting' bored anyway * the demon replied.
Darion smiled at Kaeros again.
“Then... serve Arokh as a slave. Do anything he asks and die at the moment you break your word. Agree?”
Kaeros looked at the surprised red dragon.
“Serve my greatest enemy?? NEVER!”
Darion kept smiling.
“He does not need this “ he said and passed the crystal to demon (Zakhtos).
“Wait.... I...accept your terms. “ Kaeros said on a broken voice “ just...give my soul back.”
Zakhtos murmured something and Kaeros was surrounded by a white light... but only for a moment.
“It is done “ the demon said and took the crystal.
“HEY! Liars! My soul! “ Kaeros shouted.
“Shall I tell him or shall you do? “ Darion asked almost failing to hold his laughter back.
“I would not rob this pleasure from you. “  Zakhtos answered.
“It is NOT your soul crystal, Kaeros “ Darion smiled “ you simply sucked this a bit... I did not do anything with your soul. Of course... we placed the spell now. Try to be a good servant. “ and both Darion and Zakhtos laughed loudly. Kaeros seemed to be confused. “ But... whose soul is that then?”
“Oh... this is Navaros. He looks pretty well although... Oh. As Navaros captured, your bond is no more “ Darion said.
“NAVAROS???? A human in a soul crystal? “ Morghus asked, obviously disbelieving.
“Tell them the whole story “ the demon said “ but later. I promote you now. You know rule the world of Drakan in the name of darkness... light will belong to a rival ruler, of course. But you can defeat him... if you dare.”
“I now want to rest, Zakhtos. I have served you from the very beginning... I have seen the Order established and I have also seen the fall of it... always serving you. I now want to rest... for a century or for two, maybe. “ Darion said.
“You will have time to do it, Ruler of Drakan. Now, I must be going. I have a soul to play with “ the demon said and left. His rift closed.
“Ruler of Drakan? “ Khai-Shi asked on a faint voice then “ Then... you  rule my world?”
Darion smiled and shook his head.
“First, not I but We. We are one now, or have you forgotten? And anyway, this is just a name. Navaros was the previous ruler of Drakan... in the name of dark, of course. Now, we rule it. But... I guess I will chose a different way. Like.... sending all the creatures back from where they came.”
Kaeros seemed to be thinking deeply.
“You have tricked me badly, human... I sold myself to Arokh for...nothing? “ he asked.
“Actually... you did. But I can do nothing for you now. Only Zakhtos can break that spell... and he will be busy for a while with Navaros.”
“For how long? “ Arokh asked. He was beginning to get interested.
“Hmm... good question. For a century, I think. He can play a game for quite a long time, you know...”
Kaeros seemed to be broken, Arokh seemed to be really pleased.
“Then roll over “ he said to Kaeros, and the black dragon did it without thinking. He seemed to surprised while everyone laughed to see the great victor of dark in such a situation.
“Why? Why did I agree so easily? “ he asked.
“One effect of this spell. You will get used to it... oh, I almost forgot. It will wear off by itself...  in   200 year's time. But as I know Arokh, you'll be quite domesticated by then.”
Kaeros looked at the ground.
“By the way... you tried to help me, even if it did not matter. For this, you can ask a few things... “ Darion said to the dragons and their riders “ I am really in a good mood now.
“We need nothing from you “ Tokien said.
“Can you...give a soul back? “ Morghus asked.
Darion smiled. “ Of course I can. In case it was sacrificed to the darkness... to me, now. With ruling Drakan, I also rule its souls belonging to darkness now, you know...”
“Would you give ours back? “ Hidon asked on a faint voice.
Darion closed his eyes, and Arokh could feel something returning...something he has lost long ago.
“Here. Anything else?”
“Can you give me eternal life? “ Rynn asked. NOW she envied Tokien...
“Krhm. You are starting to have really difficult wishes... but let it be. “ Darion said and shot a dark bolt at Rynn's head. When it hit her, she could have felt nothing first... the she felt she has the power to move a even mountain.
“Rejuvenating to have your own soul again, isn't it? “ Morghus asked from Arokh.
“Indeed, brother. Indeed.”
Khai-Shi asked now.
“Why have this happened, Darion? Can you explain?”
“I can and I will. But now, we better get back to my realm.”

20.  The end of the tale

“It began centuries ago “ Dario started when back in Drakan “ We were having difficulties in most of our wars. The forces of dark were driven back again and again. We have suffered much - but not enough.  We were still ready to fight... but we searched for help desperately. On one day, a young dragon rider wished to join us. We gave him power and knowledge, and brought him back here, followed by a large number of our minions. We believed that he will conquer this land for our name and will grand us power. But we did not really imagined what came next... Navaros was the dragon rider as you have guessed. Your thought is wrong when you say 'the Dark Union is Navaros's union'... it is no true. It is a union among the greatest Lords of the Underworld, and it is still alive and fighting it's endless war with the forces of light. This was the thing what Navaros joined. He came back here... and did things we did not excepted. He used the Words of Power to kill all or most of his opponents. This was the first sin of him.
“You cared with the Order? “ Arokh asked.
“Not really “ Darion went on “ but some of our minions were killed there also.”
“So you had your own men inside the Order by then...who were they? “ Morghus asked.
“Actually, I only know about one: myself. We were disguised even from each other. I was just about to have a dragon... and then Navaros did that rude thing. The first sin. The second was the biggest he could have done: betraying his own Union! He declared that Drakan is now his, and he tried to free himself from our grip. It was a foolish and risky act... he suffered mainly for this second sin.”
“So... you were killed in the Dragon Temple? “ Rynn asked.
“Indeed I was. Navaros did not know that the First Lieutenant of Zakhtos was there. But as you have seen, I cannot die too easily. Only minutes after Navaros left with Kaeros, I woke up myself. I went straight to the dark altar to inform my leader what happened. I was ordered to bring Navaros to them. Later, when he betrayed darkness, they needed only his soul. I nearly caught him once. That could have been the end of this nightmare...
“And you failed. “ Arokh added.
“Yes, I did. But only because of you and Heron. I was near to catch him, but you have sent him to the Rift World, where my powers do not really work. So I had to wait centuries... to wait for his return, which in I was confident will happen. When waiting, I had to be a true human. I had to hide my hell-born abilities... I lived, died and was reborn. With each rebirth, I forgot more about my past and about my origin. Before loosing everything, I entered another world to search for fights... I got killed easily, thought. I was reborn as a child... Rynn knows my history from there.  Only know my full memory returned... and only because I was in situations when I was nearly got killed. Fighting for your life can give you really great powers, you know... But now, my work is done. Navaros is now gone, and I rule Drakan... for the darkness.
“For darkness? “ Tokien asked.
“Only for the dark side. “ Darion explained “ Each world has two rulers. Each for the light and each for the dark. We do not really obey each others will...”
“I guess we will be enemies then “ Arokh said. Darion shook his head.
“Do not guess that far, dragon. You think that Navaros was evil, and so will be I. But Navaros was not evil... or not only that. He was insane. Killing everyone and destroying anything in your way is not a vile thing to do, only a silly deed. Darkness wants to rule the world, not destroy it! Why would we destroy what can be ours?! Men and other fights for us, corpses just stink.  Of course, what attitude do I expect from the warriors of the light... but your idiot thoughts are sometimes driving me crazy.
“So... you won't harm us then? “ Xerath asked.
“Well, it is unlikely that I will do. The Lords of the Underworld are not really interested in Drakan. After a such failure of Navaros, they won't try another assault here, however I beg... but it would be cool to be the real ruler here... No things perfect. Now, I assume that we leave, Khai-Shi. We have many things to do... first to see what we rule now.
“Wait... I still have a wish “ Rynn said.

Epilogue

I boy was sitting in the shade of a tree. He was looking at the blue sky. He enjoyed watching this endless blue thing. A red dragon landed near him.
“Come on, Delon... it is time. “ Rynn said.
“Yes... it is. I can hardly wait... “ the boy said and mounted Arokh. The dragon took off immediately and flew to north...

The rebuilt Dragon Temple was the copy of the original one. They did not wanted to change the grandiose design. Arokh, Rynn and Delon entered. After a while, a rider came with a gold dragon. They entered silently and crept in the shadows so no one will notice them.
“...I do. “ it was Delon's voice.
“Then you are a member of the Order of the Flame. Wear this name proudly! “ Altarash said.
Darion smiled. “ It is now done. We were late a bit, Khai-Shi... let's go. I would not really like to be found in here.
They left silently, while they heard the voices from the temple. "They can be happy... the Order has its youngest member." Darion thought while Khai-Shi took off without a noise.

“So? Is it over? Can it be? The Golden Age what Heron wanted for so long is now reality? “ Khai-Shi asked while flying.
“The darkness has defeated itself here, Khai-Shi. Navaros, you fool. You have really done much harm to us... you paid for this, although. “ Darion spoke “ There will be no real enemies for the Order now. If there is a so-called 'Golden Age' then.... it will begin now. And will last... maybe forever. Who knows?”
“Ahhh... how glad I am to hear and see this. Every dragon wanted to see this, you know...”
“Hmm... how strong and how naive. Life created a very powerful but dreaming creature. How cruel! and how comedic.
“Why is it comedic or cruel to believe in something?! “ Khai-Shi asked.
“Do not believe in anything, my fellow. Look at me. I also believe in many things... but only in which I can reach.
“I don't understand “ the dragon said.
“Do you feel the wind? Do you feel the sunshine? Do you feel the blood in your veins, your own power? The beauty of living? These are the things, which I believe in, not in utopias. I'm surprised that I tell you this... I thought that if I, born of hell understand this, you will understand it too.”
Khai-Shi understood what her rider wanted to say. She had other thoughts now...
“What will happen to the Order now? “ she asked.
“They have already united my Order and the original one. Blood, Honour and Fire... or more.. in one part now. They will soon rule this land and they will bring the peace they want, since my Lord also wants the same. A war would not meet our interests.
“Where is Kaeros anyway? I guess he is making trouble again “ Khai-Shi said.
“He won't make troubles anymore. Since Arokh commands him, he cannot do anything what Arokh does not permits him to do. And he will be soon bonded.”
“To who?”
“To Delon. Kaeros is very strong, but a dragon must accept it's rider's will. Kaeros will change soon, believe me. He won't have another way to live. Surviving means changing to the new situation's requirements... and Kaeros is a good survivor. He will change as I did. Believe me. But for now... I have plans to do.”
“Exactly what? “ Khai-Shi asked.
“Exactly? Well... a thought about some fishing. I am hungry... but I would like to see the sunset from a high altitude now... It would be beautiful “ Darion said.
The dragon and its rider flew higher and higher, and soon disappeared in the clouds. The sun went down with a beautiful play of lights, and the twin moons appeared. Silence and peace fell on this land, an unusual thing for so many years. Only the wind made it's blowing sounds...


The old man stood up from the chair. The candle in front of him was just about to burn out.
“I did what you asked “ he said “ I told you a story about faith and disbelief, about life and death. A story about magic, myth and power. Huhhh.... it's really cold outside... shivering. If the weather won't be more pleasant tomorrow, I will tell you more stories. But now, I am too tired to talk furthermore. Good night my friend, see you tomorrow “ he said and walked to his bed and started to sleep. Outside only the cold winter winds blew....

“ “ THE END “ “
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